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Falcon senior pitcher Lisa Hufford shuts down last seasons MAC Champs; 
BG sends message to conference they will not go quietly.. .see Sports p. 9 
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Drug talk: Daryl Toler, a 
supervisory criminal investigator 
with the Naval Investigative Service, 
will speak on "Drugs and 
Enforcement'' today, noon to 2 p.m. in 
the Second Floor Lounge of the 
Student Services Building. 
Activists wanted: if you 
want to transform emotions into 
action, you may want to join the 
Progressive Student Organization. 
Holli Kinstle, PSO president, said 
the group welcomes all students 
interested in affecting positive 
change. PSO member Scottie 
Michaels said,"an organized group 
can be heard easier than an 
individual." 
PSO meets Tuesdays at 9:30 in the 
United Christian Fellowship house on 
the corner of Thurstin and Ridge 
streets. 
STATE 
Phones cut: A military budget 
pinch has put the squeeze on 
telephones at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base in Dayton, sharply 
reducing the number of incoming and 
outgoing lines, officials said Tuesday. 
Between 30,000 and 35,000 calls a 
day come into Wright-Patterson on 
commercial telephone lines, while 
about 50,000 calls a day are made 
from the base, according to Col. 
Stephen Anno, manager of the Dayton 
Metropolitan Area Telephone System. 
The reduced service has resulted in 
some callers getting busy signals 
when they try to call to or from the 
base. Anno said as many as 50 percent 
of first-attempt calls can be met with 
a busy signal. 
NATION 
Ban defended: Assistant 
Secretary for Health Dr. James 
Mason defended the Bush 
administration's ban on federal fetal 
tissue research Monday, saying 
support for the research would result 
in Increased abortions. 
Mason said the possibility an 
aborted fetus could have medical 
benefits for others would provide a 
"powerful inducement" and an 
"additional rationalization" for a 
woman agonizing over whether to 
abort her oregnancy. 
WORLD 
Agreement reached: U.S. 
andJapanese negotiators reached 
agreement on a one-year pact to triple 
the number of observers on Japanese 
drift-net boats and equip all the 
vessels with monitoring transmitters, 
the State Department said Monday. 
Critics, however, said the pact 
would provide observers for only 10 
percent of Japan's drift-net vessels 
and allow the Japanese to continue to 
fish the cold, salmon-rich waters 
south of the Aleutian Islands. 
HISTORY 
On this date: In 1979, the 
University administration approved a 
Student Government Association 
Eroposal to ban Thursday night "beer 
lasts" in the Northeast Commons. 
According to an SGA senator, the 
alcoholic events created a 
"neighborhood problem" for 
residents of Rodgers and Kohl halls, 
and were inconsistent with the 
University's aim of promoting a good 
learning and living environment. 
Compiled from local and wire reports 
Back To The Past BG News/Jay Murdock 
Dressed in outfits from the 1950s. Kreischer cafeteria employees (L-R)Carl Cash III, Rich Kling, and Liz Woodruff serve cus- 





by James A. Tinker 
staff writer 
If the Board of Trustees approves, 
the University will have permanent, 
but non-tenured teachers for the first 
time. 
A Faculty Senate resolution which 
Kssed 44-12 in Tuesday's forum, calls 
' creating a permanent lecture posi- 
tion in areas demonstrating a need for 
permanent teachers. 
Such staffing flexibility is expected 
to be used in departments such as 
mathematics, English and foreign lan- 
guages where non-tenured faculty are 
prevalent. 
"This is a major item, one of the 
most important (resolutions) we've 
passed in a long time," Faculty Senate 
Chairman David Newman said. 
Bonnie Fink, a techincal writing in- 
structor, called the action "a concrete 
form of support from our peers.'' 
Current University policy prevents 
full-time   instructors   from   teaching 
D See Resolution, page 7. 
Canada, Ohio 
grant funds for 
studies center 
Ohio may finance tuitions 
Subsidized college for educators, math majors recommended 
by John Chaltant 
Associated Press Writer 
by H. Josef Hebert 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON — The Senate overwhelmingly ap- 
Eroved sweeping air pollution controls on automo- 
iles, factories and power plants Tuesday after a de- 
cade of struggle over whether to strengthen federal 
clean air laws. 
The new controls, which are estimated to cost the 
economy $21 billion a year when they go fully into ef- 
fect, were approved by a vote of 89-11. 
President Bush, speaking in Indianapolis in ad- 
vance of Senate action, called it "a historic vote" 
that would "affect generations to come as we work to 
build a cleaner, safer America." 
by J.J. Thompson 
staff writer 
The chance of establishing a Center for Canadian 
Studies at the University was increased by last 
week's donations from Canada and the state of Ohio. 
The Canadian government granted the University 
$50,000 up front and will award the center an addi- 
tional $50,000 if the University raises $150,000 for the 
Canadian Studies Center, according to Michael 
Marsden, associate dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
State officials also awarded a grant to the Univer- 
sity, as of July 1, totaling $200,000, which will be giv- 
en out in $100,000 amounts for the next two years. 
"Everybody was very grateful," Marsden said. 
"It's a very positive sign." 
The purpose of the center will be to enhance Ohio 
trade with Canada and a general focus on Canadian 
studies, Marsden said. 
The location of the center has not been determined, 
he added. 
In addition to developing the Center for Canadian 
Studies, Marsden said the University offers a minor 
in Canadian studies, making it the first Ohio univer- 
sity to offer this. 
This is the first year the minor has been offered, 
and Marsden said the response from students and 
faculty has been encouraging. There also has been a 
growing interest to offer a major in Canadian stud- 
ies, depending on student and faculty interest. 
D See Canada, page 7. 
Canfora tells of own 
activist experience 
by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
See related story on p. 3 
Alan Canfora remembers very clearly the May 4,1970 shootings at Kent State 
University. 
"As the students gathered, they began to move toward the National Guards, but 
we kept our distance," he told a crowd of about 150 students gathered in West Hall 
Tuesday night. "A few students were throwing stones — I don't deny that, but the 
Guard was throwing stones at us as well. 
"I was out in front waving a flag in protest," he said. "As I stared down the bar- 
rels of the rifles, I was scared, but I was willing to risk my life to make a state- 
ment. 
"And then they fired..." 
-Alan Canfora, Victim of Kent State Shootings 
"As the Guard reached the top of the hill and turned just before firing, they 
looked exactly like a firing squad, and that's exactly what they were," he said. 
"And then tney fired... 
Canfora, one of the 13 students injured in the shooting that day, spoke to Univer- 
sity students about student activism. The speech was part of a series of about 40 
speeches he will be giving this year — the 20th anniversary of the shootings. 
The event was sponsored by the Progressive Student Orginizatibn, Social Jus- 
tice Committee and Graduate Student Senate. 
Canfora told students about what he called "a great renewal" in student activ- 
ism, along with recalling his experiences at Kent State. 
D See Canfora, page 3. 
COLUMBUS — Some of the state's best high school 
students would be entitled to free college tuition if 
they pursue careers in education under a proposal 
Republican George Voinovich is considering. 
,fWe want the best and brightest people in teach- 
ing," Voinovich, the GOP candidate for governor, 
said Tuesday. "We need well-prepared ana dedicat- 
ed teachers. The issue is, how do you get more people 
into teaching?" 
Voinovich said he was reviewing a recom- 
mendation from the Carnegie Foundation that schol- 
arships be granted to high school students who grad- 
uate in the top 20 percent of their class and plan a ca- 
reer in education. 
"What we're looking at is that proposal, with some 
differential for people who pursue the teaching of 
math and science," he said. 
Voinovich said he also was trying to determine if it 
would be feasible to require students receiving state- 
paid tuition to work in inner cities and rural areas 
short of teachers. 
No estimates were immediately available about 
the cost of such a program or the number of students 
who might be eligible. 
The Ohio Board of Regents said between 2,500 and 
3,000 bachelor's degrees in education have been a- 
warded annually over the last five years. Tuition 
costs now average about $2,500 a year at a state- 
See Tuition, page 3. 
Air pollution bill passed 
Senate approval shifted the clean air debate to the 
House where a similar bill is being written by the 
Energy and Commerce Committee. Rep. John Ding- 
ell, D-Mich,, the panel's chairman, said he plans to 
have the committee vote by week's end and expects 
floor action next month. 
Differences in the Senate and House measures will 
then still have to be worked out. 
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, 
D-Maine, acknowledged the new requirements would 
be expensive to industry, but argued "the costs of 
inaction will be higher than the cost of this bill." 
Health experts have estimated air pollution may ac- 
count for 50,000 premature deaths every year, he 
said. 
D See Pollution, page 7. 
BG News/ Photo 
Kent State shooting victim Alan Canfora speaks about social and political issues 
that students face today and in the past. 
Apf»4,19*0 
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Ballot used to 
acquire rights 
Voters in Ann Arbor, Mich, know the value of 
the ballot. 
Residents turned out Monday in a 2-to-l support 
of a city charter amendment declaring their city a 
"zone of reproductive freedom" Monday. "Propo- 
sal C" limits the penalty for having or performing 
an abortion in Ann Arbor to a $5 fine. 
Elected representatives should take note of such 
a pro-choice vote by the people — and such a bold 
statement to government officials. 
Anticipating future Supreme Court action will 
reverse the Roe vs. Wade decision, pro-choice acti- 
vists are worried Michigan's anti-abortion statute 
would be re-enacted immediately. 
The legal supremacy of the amendment has been 
debated, but legislators should ignore the question 
of state or municipal jurisdiction and see the stand 
people are taking: do not make abortion illegal. 
The Citizens for Reproductive Freedom group 
initiated the issue by collecting the 3.720 signatures 
necessary to place the proposal on the ballot. They 
are proud of the message they are sending to their 
state government. 
They also should be proud to see the power their 
vote has with those who represent them. It is now 
up to the legislators to work to support that senti- 
ment. 
Cooperation of 
Contras a must 
VY hat desperate motives lead the Nicaraguan 
contras to jeopardize the peaceful transition to a 
democratically elected government? 
There have been disturbing reports that 
thousands of rebel troops have been filtering back 
into Nicaragua from neighboring Honduras, where 
many of the U.S.-aided fighters have been based. 
International agreements call for the disman- 
tling of the camps in Honduras, but they also call 
for the relocation of the contra troops in protected 
zones in Nicaragua as a step toward disarmament 
and reintegration into the Nicaraguan mainstream. 
That is far different from the unmonitored 
movement of troops into strategic areas of then- 
own choosing, with the potential for provocative 
clashes with the army of the Sandinista-led 
government, which is supposed to turn over politi- 
cal and military power April 25. 
Those U.S. interests closest to the Nicaraguan 
contras ought to send a message: The war is over. 
The Sandinistas lost the election and appear to be 
cooperating in a genuine translation to the Cha- 
morro government. It's time to work for peace. 
Printed courtesy of the Columbus Dispatch. 
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Monday through Friday 
Hemingway's responsible 
It was divulged that two 
Ernest Hemingway stories are 
being published this month. 
There is hoopla and celebration 
in various hterary circles. The 
hype is mounting ... and I feel 
compelled to divulge some in- 
formation of my own (at the cost 
of being a redundant columnist). 
While my faithful yet exas- 
perated companion and I were 
on our Hemingway pilgrimage 
in Key West/ we were accosted 
on a dark side street by an old 
man with a bushy beard. 
He smelled like fish. His eyes 
were skewed at furious angles 
and his breath reeked of tequila. 
My companion cried out in ter- 
ror, "It's the Blade Runner!!! 
He read what Dennis Robaugh 
wrote about you purnmeling him 
for his wallet!!!'* 
"No," I said, "I think it's 
Ernest Hemingway!!!" 
"Hardy-Har-Har," cackled 
the old man, "You're right... I 
need you to do something for 
me!" 
"I thought you were dead, Er- 
nie," 1 said. 
"No, No, No, the rumors of my 
expiration have been greatly 
exagerated, I'm living down 
here with Jim Morrison, we 
have a cantina band together — 
anyway, I need you to get these 
things published before that stu- 
ffy literary club in Ohio prints 
those flatulent stories of mine ... 
the ones I wrote under the gui- 
dance of a creative writing 
class, "Hemingway said. 
He thrust a leather satchel in 
my hands and turned on his heel, 
disappearing under the shadow 
of a lamp post. 
I returned from Key West 
determined to keep his writings 
a secret, but the announcement 
that his works are being pub- 
lished has caused me to reveal 






"DREAMS OF AN OLD 
MAN" by Ernest Hemingway 
Greenwich Village, set in the 
lower boroughs of Manhattan is 
rotting in it's Bohemian skele- 
ton. Homeless mental patients 
sleep in the subway, crack 
dealers stand as silent sentinels 
under the white arch of Wash- 
ington Square Park. Neil 
Young's high whining voice 
sings ... We got people shuffling 
on their feet ...We got people 
sleeping in their shoes. 
RockVRoll guitar is the new 
singing sword ... We got a 
thousand points of light ... for 
the homeless man.. 
Schizophrenic guitar solos fly 
over my head like doves from 
hell. Down in a Jamaican reg- 
gae club Keith Richards is 
wrapped around a stone groove 
like a cuckholdine husband. Sa- 
tan sits in the back, his head hid 
in the shadows, his finger nails 
tapered to points. A few N.Y. 
Jets are snorting coca in the 
booth next to him — one wears 
panty hose in emulation of 
Broadway Joe. 
Up on the steam covered 
streets a lOWear-old boy sells 
paper roses for a dime a piece, 
while another boy sells horse for 
$500 an ounce. A celebration of 
our free market economy. 
A subway lurches uptown, a 
steel snake, burrowing through 
a tunnel of brick and mud. Ashes 
to ashes... Dust to dust... 
The crocuses are pushing up 
through the damp sou at Grace- 
land in Memphis Tenn. The 
faithful rise up from their slum- 
ber and take plastic glow in the 
dark Jesuses to the grave of 
Elvis. 
There is revolution in the 
streets and revolution in the air. 
The blues are being played in a 
12 bar streetfight. On a rain- 
washed basketball court, a boy 
lies dying over a pair of Reebok 
pump-up shoes. 
Twilight of the gods is des- 
cending upon the Eastern Sea- 
board. Daytona Beach's hotels 
rise like Roman marble panth- 
eons through the golden shafts of 
setting sun. Their whiteness is 
blinding as the creamy surf 
pounds at their feet. A pool side 
wet T-shirt contest is ending. 
The winner's virtue is framed in 
the gentle outlines of her T-shirt. 
The loser has scars on her belly. 
Up along the ribbon of high- 
way that hugs the coast like a 
lover, is an amusement park 
and sandy boardwalk. Sitting in 
its shadows are men with beards 
who while away their days 
drinking cheap, fruity wine out 
of glass bottles. At night, the 
neon lights that dot the aging 
roller coaster form a constella- 
tion of hope. 
There is the hurdy-gurdy of a 
painted carousel, waltzing like a 
ballerina through the empty cot- 
ton candy stalls. The men sleep 
lulled into the arms of Morpheus 
by the sea. 
April is the crudest month ... 
Mixing memory with desire ... 
And so through the wasteland 
we ride. Alone to the sound of 
trumpets and drums. Bobby 
Zimmerman squints through his 
dark sunglasses and bleats out 
the moralblue print for a gener- 
ation ... 
What you have just read has 
been an excerpt of the manu- 
script Hemingway entrusted me 
with. The Blade Runner is 
claiming it's his, but madness 
has a definite voice and tone. 
The rest of the story will be pub- 
lished in the April issue of Play- 
boy, along with the pictures of 
Hemingway's granddaughter, 
Margaux, in the buff. 
Chuck Travis is a columnist 
for The News. He will not write 
about Hemingway or the Blade 




On behalf of the Grape Boy- 
cott Committee, I would like to 
congratulate Kevin Coughlin on 
his reelection as USG president. 
I'll be looking forward to an- 
other year of exaggerated 
smiles and promises to do 'all he 
can for groups like ours (Peace 
Coalition and Progressive Stu- 
dent Organization) in hopes to 
support student activism on this 
campus. Only I hope next year 
he adds a bit of sincerity to that 
support. 
Kevin almost had us fooled 
this year. He addressed both 
Peace Coalition and PSO early 
in the year explaining how jut 
should come to him for support 
of the different activities we 
work on throughout the year. We 
took him up on the offer — ask- 
ing him to support the National 
Grape Boycott. His initial re- 
sponse was "But you have to eat 
76,000 (?) grapes a day for them 
to be harmful to humans." After 
we explained that the boycott 
was for the human rights of the 
farm workers, he signed our pe- 
tition with a wide smile. All 
seemed well. Kevin would ask 
me periodically how the boycott 
was going and even made the 
suggestion of dumping 1 million - 
grapes on the Union oval in a 
protest demonstration. Although 
the idea would defeat its initial 
Eurpose, considering we would 
ave   to   buy   these   million 
grapes, his interest impressed 
me. 
Little did I know that during 
the USG vote to support the boy- 
cott Kevin openly opposed the 
bill claiming he supported only 
the spirit of the boycott. The 
spirit of activism is not what 
brings about success — it is in- 
corporating this 'spirit' into the 
system that makes our work 
worthwhile. If Kevin is going to 
support student activism on this 
campus, this is a point he must 
understand. 
To end the story, Kevin then 
just outwardly opposed the 
whole boycott using the excuse 
the boycott actually hurts the 
farm workers. He knows this 
statement is false — it's been 
discussed before. The workers 
have called for the boycott and 
YES there are "picking holi- 
days" where the workers don't 
have to work because of the 
abundance of grapes in storage 
that aren't being sold. To the 
workers "picking holidays" are 
a call for celebration and the 
boycott is working as it should. 
The whole situation leaves me 
with an already wavering lack 
of faith in the political system. 
Kevin seems to be a "politician 
in training," that is practicing 
as best he can the hypocrisy and 
political chicanery that is ram- 
pant in the United States 
government today. As far as 
that training goes Kevin, keep 
smiling you're doing a wonder- 
ful job. 
Karen Nightingale on behalf 
of The Grape Boycott Com- 
mittee 
Green Harvest ■ by Vlllamor M.Cruz 
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Activism decreasing 
Career-oriented students and rising tuition cited for apathy 
by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
Most students are too young to 
clearly remember the early 
1970s, when protests were a 
common sight on college cam- 
puses. 
Since then, however, student 
involvement in social issues has 
steadily decreased and Univer- 
sity students are even less ac- 
tive than most colleges. 
Activism — defined as taking 
action to achieve a political or 
social end —peaked in colleges 
across the country 20 years ago 
with anti-Vietnam War protests, 
but has declined sharply since, 
said political science professor 
Gerald Rigby. 
"Since I came to the Universi- 
ty in 1971, there has been a gen- 
eral period of apathy," Rigby 
said. "This university is not in- 
volved." 
Graduate Student Senate 
President Ricardo Frazer 
agreed student involvement was 
more frequent 20 years ago, but 
said activism has begun to grow 
again. 
"There has been a resurgence 
which is fairly recent," he said. 
"It is part of global trends 
around the world, where major 
changes are occurring. Students 
are a part of global activism." 
The reasons for the overall 
decline in involvement are 
mainly financial, according to 
Bill Thompson, United Christian 
Fellowship assistant director. 
Thompson cited economic 
recessions in 1973 and the early 
1980s, and rising cost of educa- 
tion causing students to concen- 
trate on their careers, rather 
than causes. 
At the University, Rigby said 
students are less active than 
most because of their beliefs. 
"(The decline in activism) is 
probably due to the conservative 
nature of the people and the 
background the students come 
from," he said. "I don't think 
you can get the bulk of the stu- 
dents riled up about anything." 
Holli Kinstle, Progressive 
Student Organization president, 
said student interest in current 
issues will increase as causes 
become more important. 
"There are a lot of urgent 
problems going on, such as envi- 
ronmental issues," she said. "I 
think students are realizing if we 
don't act now, we may not be 
around later." 
Frazer said increases in stu- 
dent involvement can be attri- 
buted to the country's leaders. 
"Here in the U.S., the acts of 
recent administrators and 
presidents such as Ronald Rea- 
gan have resulted in a res- 
urgence of sexism, racism and 
fascism," he said. "Activism in 
the U.S. is an attempt to address 
these problems." 
Student activism may not be 
as high as it once was, but 
Thompson said the Peace Coali- 
ton's grape boycott and protests 
over University divestment in 
South Africa three years ago 
prove not all students are unwill- 
ingto get involved. 
Peace Coalition Coordinator 
Tim Strauss said most Universi- 
ty students are not active in 
social issues due to their home- 
towns. 
O See Activism, page 7 
How Cold Is It? BG News/Jay Murdock 
Filling out a daily observation sheet, senior Dave Eichler checks a thermometer for his Meteorology 213 
class. The instruments, located on top of the walkway between Hanna and University halls, measure var- 
ious items such as barometric pressure, relative humidity, and precipitation 
Canfora  
D Continued from page 1. 
"In a democracy, it is very 
important for students to act as 
a conscience of the country," he 
said. "When activism is focused 
politically, this can only have a 
positive effect on the country." 
Dressed in jeans, a sport coat 
and tie, Canf ora said new issues 
such as the environment, 
women's rights, racism and in- 
vestments in South Africa have 
become the basis for student in- 
volvement. 
"Clearly, the times have 
changed and the issues have 
changed, but students haven't," 
he said. "They still have an ef- 
fect." 
Along with his speech, Can- 
fora snowed slides which in- 
cluded several pictures of the 
Kent State shootings to empha- 
size his points. 
"I'm convinced they were 
shooting at me," he said as he 
displayed a slide of him crouch- 
ing behind a tree, holding the 
wrist in which he was shot. "I 
was visible and vocal. I was a 
marked man." 
Canfora praised the Universi- 
ty's PSO chapter and encour- 
aged students to get involved 
with the group. 
PSO President Holli Kinstle 
said she expected Canfora to be 
an effective speaker. 
"He was my personal catalyst 
to being an activist," she said. 
"He made me realize how many 
important and interrelated is- 
sues there were." 
Canfora said his life has been 
dominated by the shootings. 
"I didn't choose my place in 
history," he said. "I didn't ask 
to be shot that day. I can't help 
thinking if only (the National 
Guard members) had been told 
not to fire, if only they had not 
been given live ammunition, 
those students would still be 
alive today." 
Tuition  
O Continued from page 1. 
assisted college or university. 
A bill similar to the proposal 
being considered by Voinovich 
already has been introduced in 
the Ohio House by Rep. William 
Mallory, D-Cincinnati, the 
majority floor leader. 
Mallory's proposal would pro- 
vide a tuition-paid college edu- 
cation for high school students 
who major in math and science. 
They would have to maintain a 
2.5 grade-point average and 
agree to work in Ohio for four 
years following college gradua- 
tion. 
"We have got to have uni- 
versal education in this country 
if we are going to win the eco- 
nomic war weTe already in. In 
order to win that economic war 
we will ... have to use brain- 
* After a snooze, catch THE BG NEWS' 
power and idea power," Mallory 
said. 
Details of the Voinovich pro- 
posal are to be included in an 
education program he said is 
expected to be completed in two 
to three weeks. 
Voinovich previously has en- 
dorsed education goals adopted 
by the National Governors As- 






















All residents receive a membership to 
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA 





USG USG USG USG USG 
Now is the time to get 
involved with USG 
USG is now accepting applications for 
Cabinet and Organizational seats next year. 
Multi-Cultural Affairs and Human Relations 
Student Welfare 




Applications are in 405 Student Services and are due Friday, 
April 6, 1990. 
8 
3 
USG USG USG USG USG 
Today's events are tomorrow's 
memories. At The Key, we 
catch all your college 
experiences — good or bad, 
angelic or mischievous. So go ahead, 
let your hair down and get a little 
crazy, we'll be there. Besides, what's 
the use of having fun if you can't get 
caught? 
• Only $18.95 for 384 pages. 
(Cheaper than any textbook) 
• Billed to your bursar account. 
(So you don't have to pay now) 
• Pick-up or delivery. 
(Like pizza) 
• Check your mailbox soon! 
Where else can 
17,000 students 




9  •  0 
Discover Kinko's 
Resume Package     • 
ONLY $14.95 
On* Page Typeset Resume 
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Open 7 Days 
354-3977 
113 Railroad St. 
"The Best in Live Rock-n-Roll" 
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week 
Wednesday Thursday Friday and 
College 1.0. Ladies' Night Saturday 
Night no cover for the reduced 
free admission ladies cover 
with valid I.D. before 9:00 
BUSCH BY p.m. 
THE BUCKET 
This Week: Hollywood 
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Byrnegate Plaza 
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311 
Monday: 
Hurricane Alice 
THE BG NEWS 
Apt* 4,19*0 
Residents' Satisfaction With The 
Bowling Green Police Division 
Agree Neutral 
1. Overall. I am satisfied with 68 % 14 % 
the Police Division. 
2.1 receive prompt and efficient 72% 11 % 
service from employees of the 
Police Division. 
3. The City has Adequate police 62 % 24 % 
protection. 
4.1 feel safe and secure within 74% 11 % 
my neighborhood. 
5.1 feel that my property is 62 % 19 % 
safe and protected within the 
city. 
6.1 feel safe and secure within 67 % 18 % 
the city. 
7. Members of the Police Division 66 % 15 % 
perform their duties properly 


















BG News Graphic/Derrick Ross 
Ward 1 residents least 
satisfied with BG cops 
by John Kohlslrand 
city writer 
Confidence in the city's law 
enforcement officials is lower 
among residents of the heavily 
student-populated Ward 1 than 
in other city wards, according to 
a report released by Bowling 
Green police this week. 
Only 38 percent of Ward 1 re- 
sidents responding to a recent 
survey agreed with the state- 
ment "Overall, I am satisfied 
with the Police Division," com- 
pared to a city-wide average of 
68 percent. 
In each of the seven questions 
asked, police satisfaction was 
lowest in Ward 1. which includes 
the area north of Wooster Street 
and East of Main Street. The 
number of satisfied responses 
increased as the survey moved 
through the second and third 
wards, and was highest in Ward 
4. 
The survey, which queried re- 
sident satisfaction with the city 
police, was included in the 
Police Division's 1989 Annual 
Report. 
'It would seem clear that a 
special effort should be made to 
identify ways in which the atti- 
tudes and perceptions within 
Ward 1 can be improved," the 
report concluded. 
Police Chief Galen Ash said 
the results of the survey were 
not overly surprising. 
Students living in Ward 1 "are 
more apt to be involved with the 
police, Ash said, citing vandal- 
ism and open container viola- 
tions as two common student 
crimes. 
"The most calls for service 
come from the First Ward," Ash 
said. 
On the other hand, police con- 
tact with the more-established 
residents of Wards 3 and 4 is 
more positive, Ash said, mostly 
consisting of property checks 
and other services. 
Overall, the results were con- 
sidered positive and police said 
they are satisfied with the corn- 
See Police, page 8. 
Migrant workers' plight told 
by Emily Schroeder 
staff writer 
As part of the week long activities planned for Hispanic Aware- 
ness week Baldemar Velasquez, president of Farm Labor Organiza- 
tion Committee, presented ''Food and Justice and the Plight of the 
Migrant Worker in the USA " Tuesday evening in MoseleyHall. 
Velasquez's presentation, sponsored by the committee to boycott 
grapes, vividly described the poor working conditions of today's mi- 
grant workers in order to alert students and to encourage them to 
play a more active role. 
He said he has organized migrant workers to fight for their rights 
for 22 years. Being a migrant worker himself, Velasquez said he has 
had first hand experience with the poor working conditions and 
wages associated with working in fields for a living. 
In an effort to remedy these problems, Velasquez tries ban 
together the migrant workers in order to overcome the problems in a 
democratic manner. He said he believes these efforts are useless 
without involvement from the younger, educated population. 
"A college campus is the center of intellectual acivity," Velasquez 
said. "Can you imagine students fighting for the right to have toilets 
ran rnmnus''  Thpsp arp fh*> thinoe mir/rnnt umrlrare within a o c 
milera 
IUS? ese re t e things igra t workers ithin  three 
ius of this campus are fighting for today." 
Velasquez told Tuesday's audience the issue of field sanitation, 
proposed by a federal judge, has been under consideration for the 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
1515 E. Wooster 
NEXT TO CAMPUS 
Now Leasing 
for Summer & Fall 
- 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments 
- Laundry facilities in each 
building 
- Includes membership to 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
CALL 352-9378 TODAY 
Preferred Properties 835 High St, 
/gprax Now! 18 & 
Over! 
Live Top 40 Dance Every Night! 
MfedL • Dollars For Dolls 
The Beat Noted Ladles Night Around 
Thun. - Student ID Night 
Parched Palate Contest 
Frt. i Sjf. - No Cover Before 9:00 pm 
Sun. - Dane* Contest $100 First Prize 
Com* Out and Show Your Top Step* 
Spectacular Sound System 
Only The Best Entertainment In Town 
Open 7 Nights For Everyone Over 18 
2518 S. Reynolds Rd. & Heatherdowns 
867-9123 
CO 
past one-and-one-half to two years — and still no action has taken 
place. 
"The democratic system just doesn't seem to work for migrant 
workers and it never will unless a prerequisite takes place," Velas- 
quez said. 
Establishing agreements, not only with farmers, but with the cor- 
porations paying the farmers is one of these prerequisites. 
Velasquez said among all the strikes and demonstrations he has 
organized and participated in with other workers, the most difficult 
has been communicating the message to the workers that the 
orations are the cause of most of migrant workers' problems. 
"The growers are not the enemy — it's the corporations the 
growers are working for," Velasquez said. 
In his plight for worker's rights Velasquez said he has seen several 
disrupting, violent acts including the severe beating of his lawyer by 
Putnam County police officers. 
Velasquez and approximately 50 others had been injail after being 
arrested for a sit down demonstration in a field in Putnam County 
when their lawyer came to bail them out and got jumped by four or 
five officers. 
Acts of violence are just one of the things Velasquez wants to see 
stopped, while migrant workers forge on to achieve the goals they 
believe they deserve. 
In concluding his presentation Velasquez left the audience with 
one request. 
"Brothers and sisters, don't throw away what you've got. Give it 
to someone. If you have no money, which most of you don't, give 




by Loti Miller 
staff writer 
University art and foreign language students now have an 
opportunity to study in Italy with the help of a summer pro- 
gram. 
Hosted by Studio Art Centers International, the program al- 
lows students a chance to have hands-on experience, according 
to David Cayton, professor in the school of art and one adviser 
of the program. 
"They will see examples of works of art that they have only 
seen in text books," he said. 
During the course of the program, participating students can 
enroll in classes ranging from graphic ana interior design to 
art history, Cayton said. 
Lectures are planned for many of the evenings and students 
will be able to attend weekend field trips to places such as 
Rome and Siena, he said. 
"It will be a tremendous advantage to actually be there (and 
experience it)," Cayton said. 
"We will be able to see 500 years of art work as it matures 
and evolves right before (our) very eyes, he said. "And be able 
to trace that evolution just by going from building to building." 
Foreign language students will also be able to attend the 
summer trip to Italy, according to Linda Francescon, instruc- 
tor of romance languages and one adviser of the trip. 
O See Italy, page 7. 
SIBS AND KIDS WEEKEND 
TOLEDO ZOO TRIP 
SATURDAY APRIL 7, 1990 
2 GROUPS 
both groups depart Union Oval 
1st group depart at 9:30 a.m. 
return at 1:30 p.m. 
2nd group depart at 10:30 a.m. 
return 2^30 p.m. 
0 
registration: 1st group 8:45 a.m. 
2nd group 9:45 a.m. 
LIMITED SPACE 
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS 
$2 ADULTS, $1 2-11 YR. 
DINOSAUR EXHIBIT Add. $1.50 EA. 
Bring Lunch or $$$$$ 
available upon request 
$2 for strollers 
ID for wheelchairs 
TRIP SPONSORED BY RESIDENT 
STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
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Special Edition 
The BG News 
Monday, April 16, 1990 
Spring Fever in B.6. 
As warmer weather approaches : 
Things to Do    Fashions    Entertainment 
Dining Music 
Advertising Deadline: Thursday, April 5, 4 p.m. 
214 West Hall Tabloid Format 372-2601 
11,200 copies distibuted at all  regular locations 
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL 
Israel unveils advanced satellite 
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel sent its second experimental satellite 
into orbit Tuesday and showed off its advanced rocket technology at 
a time of rising Middle East tensions. 
Israel denied the Ofek-2 satellite was part of a program to spy on 
its Arab neighbors, but Israeli leaders boasted the launch showed 
the country's scientific and military superiority over Arab coun- 
tries. 
Military analysts have long noted Israel's space program could 
give it immediate intelligence on Arab military moves and the 
rocket technology involved also could carry more lethal payloads. 
Witnesses said the rocket that hefted the 352-pound satellite into 
space lifted off at 3:02p.m. (8:02 a.m. EDT). The Ofek-2 — "Ofek" is 
Hebrew for "horizon — was launched from an undisclosed site in 
central Israel and entered orbit 90 minutes later. 
It was fired westward over the Mediterranean to avoid giving 
Arab countries a look at the rocket. Despite the secrecy of the 
launch, civilians including a busload of school children stopped to 
watch the rocket arch into partly cloudy skies. 
Israeli officials refused to discuss the rocket involved in the 
launch. 
The satellite's orbit will range from 130 miles at its lowest point to 
923 miles at its highest, according to Israel Aircraft Industries, 
which developed the satellite. 
Marcos embezzlement trial begins 
NEW YORK (AP) — Imelda Marcos treated the New York branch of 
the Philippine National Bank as her "own personal piggy bank," a 
federal prosecutor said Tuesday at the start of the embezzlement 
case against the former Philippine first lady. 
"Every time she descended on New York ... she cracked it open, 
(taking) bundles and bundles of cash," Assistant U.S. Attorney De- 
bra Livingston told jurors. 
"This case is about theft, fraud and deceit on an incredible scale," 
she added. Marcos helped embezzle millions of dollars from her 
homeland's treasury, the prosecutor said, to buy art, jewelry and 
Manhattan real estate —"things Imelda Marcos desperately want- 
ed." 
She described Marcos and her late husband as "partners in 
crime." 
Lawyers for Marcos and her co-defendant, Saudi financier Adnan 
Khashoggi, were set to follow with previews of their defense strate- 
gies. 
The trial in Manhattan's federal court had been in recess since the 
12 jurors were sworn in last Tuesday. 
Marcos, 60, said at the start of jury selection she should be tried in 
her homeland, but hoped to be treated as an ordinary U.S. citizen. 
STATE / LOCAL 
Census gauges county incomes 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Want to open a fur salon, limousine dealer- 
ship or blue-chip investment house? Think about setting up shop in 
Geauga County, Ohio, a money magnet just outside Cleveland. 
Per-capita income there tops Ohio's other 87 counties, the Census 
Bureau reported Tuesday. 
Ohio entrepreneurs looking for an up-and-coming community 
might want to scout out Delaware County's cluster of bedroom su- 
burbs on the fringe of Columbus. 
Delaware County's per-person income grew faster during the 
1980s than any other Ohio county, though at an estimated $12,732 per 
person it still lagged behind Geauga, where the average was pegged 
at$13,594. 
Delaware County had three localities where average per-person 
wealth roughly doubled during the 1980s: Concord Township, Galena 
and Ostrander. 
Delaware County's per-capita wealth increased 72.8 percent from 
1979 to 1987. In slowest-growing Jefferson County, wealth at the end 
of the study period was 36.4 percent higher than in 1979. 
Overall, Onio charted a 55.5 percent increase in per-person wealth 
during the nine years tracked in the report. Average income jumped 
to $11,323 in 1987, the most recent year for which estimates are 
available. 
Toledo's Jeep plants shut down 
TOLEDO (AP) — Terry Appleton looked at the silent smokestacks 
and empty parking lots at one of Chrysler Corp.'s two Jeep plants 
and shook his head. 
"It doesn't seem right, not seeing people and cars here," Appleton 
said Tuesday as he stood outside the Jeep Parkway plant. "We 
should be at work building Jeeps, not at home or at the unemploy- 
ment office." 
Chrysler closed its Toledo Jeep plants this week, idling 5,300 
workers, because of slumping sales. When the plants reopen next 
week, 440 workers will begin indefinite layoffs, a prospect that wor- 
ries Appleton and others on the assembly line. 
Ron Conrad, Jeep unit chairman of United Auto Workers union 
Local 12, said he's optimistic about the plants' future. This is the 
first time in more than two years layoff notices have been issued to 
Jeep employees without listing a date when they would return to 
won?. 
"But this local union and company get along so well that I'm con- 
fident Chrysler will invest money and put a new product line in this 
factory. A couple of years ago, that was unheard of," he said. 
PEOPLE 
Estefan expected to be released 
NEW YORK (AP) — Singer Gloria Estefan, whose back was broken 
when her tour bus was hit by a truck, is expected to be released from 
the hospital today. 
Estefan has been at the Orthopedic Institute Hospital for Joint 
Diseases, where doctors on March 22 implanted two steel rods in her 
back. 
She will continue her rehabilitation from two fractured vertebrae 
at home, hospital spokeswoman Mary Costello said Monday. 
Doctors said it would take the Cuban-born performer up to six 
months to fully recover. 
The operation came one day after she was injured when her bus 
was struck by a tractor-trailer in Pennsylvania. 
Estefan, 32, was nominated for a Grammy Award this year for 
"Don't Wanna Lose You," a song from her solo album. 
Famous folks for Farm Aid Four 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Willie Nelson hopes the fourth Farm Aid 
concert can elicit greater support for the family farmer. 
The singer and fellow organizers, musicians John Mellencamp 
and Neil Young, had hoped they had performed their final Farm Aid 
concert when they left the stage in 1988 in Lincoln, Neb. 
"We thought the problem might have gone away by now," Nelson, 
the president of Farm Aid, said last week in a telephone interview 
from Montreal, where he was on tour. 
Farm Aid IV will be held Saturday in the Hoosier Dome before 
45,000 people. 
The tentative lineup of more than 60 acts includes Guns N' Roses, 
Bonnie Raitt, Don Henley, Bruce Hornsby, Richard Marx, John 
Denver, Lou Reed, Iggy Pop, Jackson Browne, Dwight Yoakum, 
K.T. Oslin and Crosby, Stills and Nash. The cable Nashville Network 
will carry the show from noon to midnight. 
Slater convicted of drunk driving 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Christian Slater, who appeared in 
"Heathers" and "The Wizard," pleaded no contest to his second 
drunken driving charge in a year and was sentenced to 10 days in 
jail. 
The 20-year-old actor also was placed Monday on five years' pro- 
bation, lost his driver's license for 18 months and was ordered to pay 
nearly $1,400 in fines and penalties. 
Prosecutors dropped charges of resisting arrest and battery on a 
police officer in exchange for his no contest pleas to drunken driving 
and evading arrest. 
Slater was arrested Dec. 29 after he led deputies on a chase that 
began when they spotted his car going 50 mph in a 35 mph zone and 
ended with the car crashing into two telephone poles. 
Slater jumped out, ran and was climbing a fence when a deputy 
dragged him down, getting kicked in the face by Slater's cowboy 
boots, authorities said. 
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UNDER THE GUN? WIN $100 
FROM THE UAO ROOMMATE OF 
THE YEAR CONTEST. 
APPLICATIONS IN UAO OFFICE, 
AND ARE DUE BY APRIL lOTH. 
Edward Lamb Peace Lecture for 1990 
CIVIL RIGHTS IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE: 
NON-VIOLENT PROTEST POLITICS FROM 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA TO BERLIN, 
JOHANNESBURG, AND TIENAMIN SQUARE 
by 
DR. RICHARD H. KING 
Wednesday, April 4, 7:30 p.m. 
Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hall 
Professor King, world-renowned social critic, 
historian, and philosopher from the University of 
Nottingham, shall discuss an emerging tradition of 
political thought and action that has become global. 
Beginning with Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther 
King, it has extended itself into South Africa, 
the Soviet Union, China, Central Europe, and 
continues to topple dictatorship. 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
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Elsewhere 
GOP criticized 
after Bush visit 
by John Nolan 
Associated Press writer 
CINCINNATI — Republicans said they were pleased with Presi- 
dent Bush's visit Monday and Tuesday while Anthony Celebrezze 
Jr.'s Democratic gubernatorial campaign criticized it as lacking 
substance. ..... u 
Bush spoke Monday night at a fund-raiser that produced as much 
as |700,000, GOP officials estimate. The money is to be split between 
the campaigns of gubernatorial candidate George Voinovich and 
secretary ofstate candidate Robert Taft n. 
But Voinovich missed a chance to call Bush's personal attention to 
environmental problems at the radioactively contaminated site of 
the federal government's Fernald uranium processing plant, said 
Timothy Burke, Hamilton County co-chairman for Celebrezze s 
campaign. 
Burke said the president's Monday tour of General Electric Co. s 
Evendale jet engine-building plant lacked significance. 
"Voinovich had an enormous opportunity to do something positive 
with the president's visit," Burke said. ''What would have really 
helped the people of Southwest Ohio would have been for Voinovich 
to take the president to Fernald to show him the problems there." 
Voinovich campaign officials rejected Burke's criticism. 
"I think the Democrats can throw all the sour grapes that they 
want to, but the fact is that it's great for Cincinnati and for Ohio that 
George Voinovich was able to get President Bush to visit Cincinnati 
— the result of which was shining the national spotlight on Ohio, 
Voinovich spokesman Curt Steiner said. "I think maybe what the 
Democrats should do is invite Mike Dukakis and Walter Mondale to 
come to town and see what they can do for Cincinnati's problems." 
Celebrezze, Ohio's attorney general, filed contempt of court char- 
ges Friday in U.S. District Court, accusing the Energy Department 
and Fernald's operator, Westinghouse Materials Co. of Ohio, of vio- 
lating a court-approved consent decree regarding cleanup of the 
1,050-acre Fernald plant. Celebrezze alleged Westinghouse and the 
department failed to properly handle hazardous materials at the 
plant, about 18 miles northwest of Cincinnati. 
The Energy Department is preparing its response to Celebrezze s 
charges, department lawyer Marc Johnston said. 
Bush spent Monday and Tuesday in Cincinnati promoting the 
campaigns of Voinovich, Taft and J. Kenneth Blackwell, the party's 
candidate for Congress in the Cincinnati area. 
Bush met Tuesday morning at his hotel with Blackwell, a former 
Cincinnati city councilman who resigned from a job as a top aide to 
housing Secretary Jack Kemp in February to run for Congress. 
Blackwell is trying to win the seat occupied since 1976 by Rep. 
Thomas Luken, 64, a Democrat who is retiring when his term ends 
Jan. 1. Blackwell's Democratic opponent is Luken's son, Cincinnati 
Mayor Charles Luken. Republicans have targeted the race in their 
bid to gain a stronger foothold in Congress. 
INTRODUCING THE 1990-91 
POMMERETTE SQUAD... 
MOLLY NULL, CAPTAIN 
GINA GUNDER, CO-CAPTAIN 





















CONGRA TULA TIONS! 
ALSO. A GREAT BIG THANK YOU TO THE 
1989-90 SQUAD FOR A JOB WELL DONE! 
Soviets pledge dialogue 
 "       "You must understand the importance     cord at that meeting To limit their lot 
by Barry Schweld 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON — Soviet Foreign Minis- 
ter Eduard Shevardnadze arrived Tues- 
day for wide-ranging talks with President 
Bush and Secretary of State James Baker 
[II and pledged to hold "honest dialogue" 
with secessionist Lithuanians. 
Shevardnadze is expected to gjve Bush 
and Baker a message from Soviet Presi- 
dent Mikhail Gorbachev. Administration 
officials hope it will spell out Moscow's 
promise to deal peacefully with the inde- 
pendence movement in the Baltic republic. 
While Shevardnadze's remarks on arriv- 
ing at Andrews Air Force Base had a con- 
ciliatory ring, the foreign minister empha- 
sized the significance the Kremlin atta- 
ches to the Soviet Constitution and laws in 
the face of the Lithuanian challenge. 
ou ust understand the i portance 
of that question for the Soviet Union and 
the Soviet people." Shevardnadze said as 
he set the stage for talks with Baker be- 
ginning this afternoon and with Bush on 
Friday. 
"Our main weapon in resolving any is- 
sue ... is dialogue, honest dialogue, he 
said. "And this is the dialogue we are look- 
ing forward to with the Lithuanian people 
and the Lithuanian leadership. 
Shevardnadze was met at , 
of 
Andrews by 
State   Lawrence Deputy   Secretary 
Eagleburger. 
The foreign minister's agenda here rea- 
ches beyond Lithuania to the war in Ang- 
ola between U.S. and Soviet-backed forces, 
to ways of limiting cruise missiles in a 
U.S.-Soviet arms control treaty nearing 
completion in Geneva and to trying to set a 
date for Gorbachev's summit meeting 
here with Bush in June. 
Bush and Gorbachev hope to sign an ac- 
; their long- 
range nuclear missiles, bombers and 
submarines. However, claims the overall 
cutback would amount to 50 percent were 
being challenged. 
A senior Bush administration official, 
speaking on condition of anonymity, told 
The Associated Press the United States 
would wind up with only slightly fewer de- 
ployed warheads than in the current ar- 
senals. 
When warheads kept in storage are tak- 
en into account, he said, the U.S. total ac- 
tually would exceed today's level. 
The official said the principal virtue of 
the treaty from the U.S. standpoint would 
be to force a reduction in long-range Soviet 
SS-18 missiles. 
Meanwhile, Margaret Tutwiler, the 
State Department spokeswoman, said the 
treaty would cut the SS-18 force in half and 
reduce the total deployed Soviet missiles 
by roughly 50 percent. 
Editors voice concerns 
Group-owned papers criticized for profit orientation 
by Mike Feinsilber 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON — A majority 
of the editors of locally and 
group-owned newspapers said 
firms owning multiple news- 
papers are more interested in 
profits than in the communities 
they serve. 
In a survey, a majority of edi- 
tors also agreed freedom of the 
Bress is in more jeopardy when 
le ownership of papers is con- 
centrated in fewer hands. 
A committee of the American 
Society of Newspaper Editors 
took a fresh look at a frequently 
debated question among news- 
people: whether newspapers are 
likely to get better or worse 
when a local owner sells the 
paper to a company owning a 
number of them. 
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Some argue group ownership 
brings greater resources to the 
local paper; some see homogen- 
ization resulting from absentee 
ownership. 
The committee's report was 
prepared for the annual ASNE 
meeting which opens today. Edi- 
tors of 234 newspapers, half 
£Dup-owned and half indepen- 
nt, all with circulations more 
than 10,000, returned question- 
naires. 
One historic characteristic of 
the American press is its local 
nature, but local ownership is a 
disappearing phenomenon. Fi- 
fty years ago, there were 1,559 
independent daily newspapers, 
locally owned, edited and man- 
aged, and 319 were part of 
groups. Now there are 1,233 
group-owned papers and only 
389 independents. 
The ASNE committee quoted 
one editor, David Offer of the 
family-ownedJVewport (R-I-) 
Daily News, who has worked 
under both types of owners, as 
saying, "The type of ownership 
is not nearly as important as the 
journalistic commitment of the 
ownership." 
Nonetheless, the committee 
reported sharp distinctions 
based on ownership. 
Group-owned papers, it said, 
were likely to offer "better ca- 
reer opportunities, more shar- 
ing of ideas, less pressure from 
advertisers and special interest 
groups, greater overall financial 
resources and access to outside 
experts to help solve problems 
and train staff." 
Independent papers, on the 
other hand, were likely to offer 
"larger newsroom budgets, bet- 
ter understanding of (the) local 
market, more flexibility in mak- 
ing decisions, greater in- 
volvement in the community, 
less turnover of key personnel, 
few levels of bureaucracy and a 
tendency to be peculiar." 
In the survey, 62 percent of 
editors of group papers and 91 
percent of editors of indepen- 
dents agreed the owners of 
group papers "are more con- 
cerned about profits than what 
happens to individual news- 
papers or the communities they 
serve." The same question was 
not asked about locally owned 
papers. 
And 69 percent of groups' edi- 
tors and 84 percent of indepen- 
dents agreed freedom of the 
press stands in greater jeopardy 
r'if the press is owned by few 
people than if owned by many." 
But the editors parted com- 
pany on whether "newspaper 
groups, if left unchecked, will 
stifle competition and exert un- 
due influence on the thinking of 
the whole country." 
CONTACT ARMY ROTC 




by Joe McDonald 
Associated Press writer 
CINCINNATI — Lawyers and 
the judge in a lawsuit involving 
an exhibit of photographs by the 
late Robert Mapplethorpe dis- 
agreed Tuesday over whether 
the case prevents police from fil- 
ing criminal obscenity charges. 
Hamilton County Municipal 
Judge Edward Donnellon set the 
first hearing in the case for Fri- 
day — the day the exhibit opens 
— to consider the city's request 
to dismiss the lawsuit by the 
Contemporary Arts Center. 
Marc Mezibov, a lawyer for 
the museum, said state law pre- 
vents criminal charges or sei- 
zure of the photographs until the 
suit is resolved. But Donnellon 
and the county prosecutor's of- 
fice said nothing appears to pre- 
vent police from acting. 
The Arts Center filed the suit 
Last week, asking for a jury to 
decide whether as many as nine 
of its 175 pictures in the six-week 
show violate community stand- 
ards by depicting sex acts and 
featuring nude children. 
"The law states that any other 
proceedings would be stayed, 
either criminal or civil. And I 
can't see any reason to bring 
obscenity charges prior to a jur- 
y's deciding whether the mate- 
rials are obscene," Mezibov 
said. 
Assistant County Prosecutor 
Steve Tolbert said the Law al- 
lows county Prosecutor Arthur 
Ney Jr. to file charges at any 
time. Tolbert declined to say 
whether prosecutors have de- 
cided to charge the museum. 
"If we had, I wouldn't be at 
liberty to comment," Tolbert 
said. 
Ney is named as a defendant 
in the Lawsuit, along with county 
Sheriff Simon Leis Jr., Police 
Chief Larry Whalen and city so- 
licitor Richard Castellini. The 
county hasn't responded to the 
lawsuit but has until April 17 re- 
spond. 
Donnellon said the Lawsuit 
doesn't ask the court to block 
Leis, Whalen or the county pros- 
ecutor from filing obscenity 
charges. 
"I do not see any direct orders 
indicating that they cannot take 
action," the Judge said. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
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Resolution  
D Continued from page 1. 
here for more than five years, 
because this might allow them 
to sue for tenure. 
However, permanent lec- 
turers will sign waivers agree- 
ing not to sue for tenure. Typi- 
cally, applying for tenure re- 
quires proven excellence in 
teaching, research and service 
to the University community. 
Some senators wanted to go a 
step beyond the original propos- 
al and try to grant tenure to lec- 
turers, but this idea was voted 
down. 
"We can pass this today and 
begin working on tenure 
tomorrow," said Alice Heim 
Calderonello, an English profes- 
sor and a staunch supporter of 
the proposal. 
Only department, program or 
school officials can request 
permanent lecture positions, 
which will prevent college offi- 
cials from mandating use of the 
non-tenure rank, according to 
Michael Locey, a member of the 
welfare committee. 
The jobs are permanent, but 
they are not guaranteed and if 
teaching quality is poor or if the 
position is not needed, a perma- 
nent lecturer may be released. 
The possibility of permanent 
lecturers becoming too common 
worried several senators. 
"I think it has the potential of 
degrading teaching, said Gen- 
ievive Stang, chairwoman of the 
welfare committee. 
Stang proposed not allowing 
Krmanent lecturers to consti- 
e more than one-fourth of a 
department and/or 10 percent 
of the total faculty — but other 
senators thought this too limit- 
ing. 
Eloise Clark, vice president of 
academic affairs, voted against 
the 10 percent cap, because she 
said "it was too restrictive" and 
might hinder areas needing 
permanent teachers. 
Pollution  
D Continued from page 1. 
"We can no longer delay," said 
Mitchell, who has sought federal 
controls on acid rain for nearly a 
decade and made the clean air 
bill his top priority as Democra- 
tic leader. 
"The American people want 
action. They demand action," he 
continued. 
But to many senators, particu- 
larly from the Midwest, the vote 
represented an agonizing choice 
between cleaner air and concern 
about the impact of the new con- 
trols on employment and elec- 
tric bills back home. 
"This bill will absolutely de- 
cimate my state of Illinois," de- 
clared Sen. Alan Dixon, D-IU. 
whose state has utility plants 
that rely on high-sulfur coal as 
well as coal miners whose jobs 
will be jeopardized by new 
measures to combat acid rain. 
Dixon was among only the 11 
senators who voted against the 
legislation. 
_ cannot vote for legislation 
that will destroy the livelihood of 
thousands of hard working men 
and women ... that will bring e- 
conomic ruin to communities 
throughout Appalachian and 
midwestern states," said Sen. 
Robert Byrd. D-W.Va., who un- 
Activism  
Q Continued from page 3. 
"We have a larger percentage 
of students from smaller, rural- 
type areas where there is less 
activism," Strauss said. "It's 
confusing, though, because ac- 
tivism is so low everywhere." 
Although involvement was 
greater 20 years ago, Thompson 
said many people have the 
wrong idea about just how ex- 
tensive activism was. 
"There is a mythology that 
'60s students were idealologists, 
and it's not true. While maybe a 
larger percentage were acti- 
vists, certainly not everybody 
was," he said. 
"When students were drafted 
into the Vietnam War and they 
were threatened personally, 
then they weren't sure they be- 
lieved in the war," he said. 
"Students in the 18 to 22 age 
range are primarily concerned 
with themselves." 
successfully had sought finan- 
cial help for coal miners affec- 
ted by the bill. 
The final vote came after a 
brief flurry of excitement over 
an attempt by Sen. Don Nickles, 
R-Okla., at the last minute to 
change the permit requirements 
of the bill and make it easier for 
businesses to comply. Sen. Max 
Baucus, D-Mont., called the 
34-page amendment "an am- 
bush that would hamper enfor- 
cement of the new requirements 
and hinder civil suits against 
polluters. 
The amendment was narrowly 
defeated by a vote of 51-49. 
Canada  
D Continued from page 1. 
According to Marsden, the 
program was in an 'awfully good 
position' to offer a Canadian 
studies major. 
One of the most important 
reasons for the emphasis on the 
Canadian studies program is 
Canada's importance to the 
United States, and the lack of 
knowledge about its neighboring 
country. 
"Ohio's biggest trading part- 
ner is Canada, yet we know so 
little about them," he said. 
Italy  
D Continued from page 4 • 
Any student can participate in 
the trip including those with 
little or no experience in the Ita- 
lian language, Francescon said. 
"All levels of the language will 
be taught-including beginning 
levels," she said. 
Language students will gain 
much more experience in Italy 
than they would here in Bowling 
Green, Francescon said. 
At most universities, students 
only are taught one hour each 
day four times each week and 
what they learn is usually not 
used outside of the classroom, 
she said. 
"This is not only classroom 
experience, but it also extends 
outside of the classroom to 
everyday activities," she said. 
Everything students do — 
from shopping to meeting new 
people — will involve what they 
have learned,she said. 
The total cost of the trip is 
! 1,850 which includes tuition 
ees, housing, transportation, 
tours and weekend trips. Cavton 
said. It does not include lab tees, 
books or fees for out-of-state 
students. 
Students will receive six cred- 
its for their participation in the 
program, Francescon said. 
the College of Musical Arts & 
the BGSU Cultural Events Committee 
present a concert with 
jazz guitartist 
STANLEY JORDAN 
Saturday. April 7, 1990 
8:00 p.m. in 
y      M  Kobacker Hall 
Tickets available at Kobacker Box Office Mori. - Fri. 12:00 pm to 
6:00 pm, also at Finder's Records and Boogie Records. 
Tickets s15.50, s12.50, and s9.50 (s2.50 discount for students 
with valid BGSU I.D.)   Call UAO for more details at 372-2343. 
^n the computer you 
need to succeed in the 
real world and a chance 
to use it there. 
It's easy. Just try our Real World Demo on a 
Macintosh* computer to enter Apple's Real 
World Sweepstakes. 
If you're one of 14 Grand Prize winners, 
you'll get to spend a week this summer at the 
organization of your choice listed below, where 
you'll see Macintosh computers hard at work. And 
when you get home, you can use your own new 
Macintosh SE/30 to write your resume and 
follow-up letters. 
There will also be 20 First Prize winners who 
will receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000 
Second Prize winners who will get Apple*T-shirts. 
You really can't lose if you come in and get 
your hands on a Macintosh today Because once 
you do, you'll see how easy it is to use and how 
much one could do for you now. 
You'll appreciate the value of a Macintosh 
computer after you leave campus and head out 
into the real world, too. 
But don't take our word for it. Come in and 
try a Macintosh and see for yourself. And if you 
win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing 
the real world sooner than vou think. 
Enter 
one 
and you could win a week at 
a Macintosh computer. 
1 
Enter April 2nd - April 27th 
Stop by the MacFest TODAY from 10 - 3 in the 
Student Lounge, 2nd Floor, Business Admin. Building 
or call 372-7724 for more Information 
Set HKir Campus Ciimputer Reseller for Swepslakts Rules and Rq>ubilKins 
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Health 
Tobacco industry still flourishing 
by Judith Egerlon 
USA Today-CIN 
More American smokers are 
snuffing the habit, yet cigarette 
makers still rake in huge profits 
and profess few concerns over 
the tarnish on their golden prod- 
uct. 
Despite a shrinking U.S. mar- 
ket, tobacco companies are 
squeezing higher profits from 
the $35 billion-a-y ear industry by 
creating new overseas markets, 
hiking prices on name brands, 
and adding generic brands and 
other new brands. 
For now. the strategy appears 
to be working. But some ana- 
lysts see serious trouble ahead 
as anti-smoking forces gain 
momentum and seek more re- 
strictions. 
"The strategy has been enor- 
mously successful and profitabi- 
lity goes up every year," said 
Kenneth Warner, a public health 
professor at the University of 
Michigan. 
While he predicts cigarette 
profits inevitably will decline, 
companies "are doing their 
damnedest to halt the erosion." 
To lure customers away from 
competitors, companies are sell- 
ing more value-priced generics, 
discounting popular brands with 
coupons and adding more ultra- 
lights and slim styles. 
Increased production of 
cheaper generic cigarettes, not 
available 10 vears ago, is an 
effort   to   hold   smokers   who 
Sf>»cW >M«rt • *Nrt» Fm to 
EUROPE, SOUTH 
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Part of Bit wrttr/ide STA Travel Network 
might quit because of rising 
prices, Warner said. A pack of 
cigarettes that sold for 90 cents 
in 1982 cost $1.50 last year. 
But the best way to boost sales 
over a long period is to capture 
new smokers and cigarette 
makers are finding them over- 
seas. 
The number of foreign smok- 
ers is rising 2 percent or more 
each year —almost exactly off- 
setting the U.S. decline. In 1989, 
exports jumped 20 percent, ac- 
cording to the Agriculture De- 
partment. 
Abroad, U.S. tobacco com- 
panies advertise on television — 
prohibited in the United States. 
They also give away samples, 
sponsor rock concerts and sell 
cigarettes without warning 
labels, said Dr. Greg Connolly, a 
public health official in Massa- 
chusetts. 
In 1987, Lorillard and Reyn- 
olds promoted their cigarettes in 
Taiwan by accepting empty 
packages of Kent and Winston in 
exchange for tickets to a disco, 
he said. 
With the opening of the Asian 
market to U.S. tobacco com- 
panies, exports have soared. 
Since 1985, exports have more 
than doubled from about 59 bil- 
lion cigarettes to almost 142 bil- 
lion. 
In the last quarter-century, 
the number of U.S. smokers has 
plummeted. In 1965, 40 percent 
of Americans smoked. Now, it is 
only 25 percent. 
The number of cigarettes sold 
and smoked domestically has 
dipped since 1982 from 625 bil- 
lion to less than 525 billion, ac- 
cording to John Maxwell, a 
tobacco industry analyst with 
Wheat First Securities. 
The declining number of 
smokers provides stark evi- 
dence of the strength of the an- 
ti-smoking   movement.   And 
Top cigarette 
brands in 1989 
26.3%' 
1989 market share 
|;iC   _   .ilff- 
,.,j  4,7% |   , IE 9.1% il 5.9% M 6.2% 
1 Newport/ Kool/        Salem/    Winston/  Marlboro/ 
Lorillard     Brown &    RJR RJR Philip 
Williamson Nabisco   Nabisco     Morris 
Brand/company 
Source: Wheat First Securities, 
The Maxwell Report 
lately, tobacco industry adver- 
saries have turned up the heat. 
R.J. Reynolds faced a fires- 
torm of criticism over its mar- 
keting plans for two new brands 
— Uptown, aimed at blacks, and 
Dakota, targeted at what a 
company memo called "virile 
females — young, working- 
class women. 
Congress recently banned 
smoking on domestic flights, 15 
states raised cigarette taxes last 
year, and most now have laws 
restricting smoking — even Vir- 
ginia, where tobacco has been 
the biggest cash crop since colo- 
nial days. 
But the shrinking U.S. market 
remains immensely lucrative. 
In 1988, tobacco company 
profits rose an average 15 per- 
cent, and similar figures are ex- 
pected for 1989. With each per- 
centage point of market share 
translating into $250 million in 
sales, the six major companies 
compete fiercely for smokers' 
dollars. 
To that end, they spend less on 
print advertising and more to 
pay retailers for shelf space. 
Promotional giveaways, such as 
T-shirts, also make up a larger 
percentage of advertising bud- 
gets. Sponsorship of sporting 
events is aimed at cushioning 
the federal ban on television ad- 
vertising. 
While tobacco companies 
agree anti-smoking forces are 
making inroads, they see no 
reason to change marketing 
strategy. 
"It's business as usual," said 
Philip Morris spokesman An- 
drew White. "There are still 55 
million smokers." 
Rod Litite, Gannett News Service 
BICVCL€ 
AUCTION 
Bowling Green State University will be 
holding a Public Auction on Tuesday, April 
10, 1990 beginning at 3:30 PM in the 
Student Services Forum. Auctioneer: N. 
Keith Bradley. Bowling Green, Ohio. For 
more information please contact: Kathy 
Phillips, Inventory Management Dept., 
372-2121. 
Here's a tip ... 
a tax tip. 
If you've got tax 
questions, you can get 
the answers by calling 
the IRS Tele-Tax service, 
a recorded information 
service on about 150 
topics. The phone 
number is in your tax 
package and telephone 
directory. 
BSMMS 
vfctv of Htm MM 
Cigarette promotions changing 
The U.S. cigarette industry has draslically reduced its dependence 
on print advertising during the past decade, while spending more on 
promotional giveaways and payments to retailers for shelf space. 
How cigarette promotions have changed: 











45.9%       39% other     16%       119% 







1. Sports sponsorships, give-aways, free samples, t-shirts, 
direct mail advertising, etc. 
Because of rounding errors, percentages do not add up to 
100 percent. 
Source: Federal Trade Commission Report 1969 Scott Davi9. Gannett News Service 
Police  
u Continued from page 4. 
pleted survey — the first of its 
kind. 
"Perhaps the greatest benefit 
now is the establishment of a 
base by which the results of any 
future survey can be com- 
pared," the report said. 
The survey was a part of a 
general citizen survey distrib- 
uted to 2,000 residents by the 
Bowling Green administration. 
The results were drawn from 800 
responses. 
Responses from citizens who 
had not come into contact with 
Bowling Green police during the 
past two years were discarded. 
The report also brought a few 
other statistics to light: 
DThe total number of com- 
plaints received by city police 
increased 27.2 percent from the 
past year. Criminal complaints 
alone remained about the same, 
however. Disorderly conduct, 
fighting, vehicle thefts, and 
breaking-and-entering reports 
are up. Vandalism reports are 
down. 
Criminal arrests increased 
17 percent from 1988, but are 
about the same as they were in 
1987. 
DTraffic accidents decreased 
almost 10 percent from 1988. 
Traffic tickets distributed by 
city police again increased in 
1988 — by 28.7 percent. Last 
year, city police awarded more 
than twice the amount of tickets 
they did in 1987. 
[FOR- ALL  THE CAMPUS INFO, 
YOU NEED TO KNOW, 
GRAB A COPY OF 
ITHE   BG   NEWS! 
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT 
POWARD'S 
JL. 210 N. MAIN     419-352-9951  
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY 
APRIL '90 
HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON  TIL 2:30 AM & 
SUNDAY 2:00 PM  TIL 2:30 AM   365 DAYS 
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THE 
OF  WINGS 
THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS 
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL 
f GET AN EXTRA Va DOZEN WINGS ~\ 
I  WITH PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE | 
|ORDER OF HOT. BBQ, OR WISEGUY) 
WINGS WITH THIS COUPON        I 
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EAT J\T SPOT'S 
FREE  DELIVERY EVERYDAY 
HrOO a.m. to 2:00 a.m. 
125 E. COURT 352-SPOT 
Now Open Unill 2:30 am on Fri. 6 Sal. 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
are within walking distance to campus 
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91 
school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $525 
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $395 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
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Falcons sweep UT 
amid cold, snow 
mzz% 
by Charles Toll 
assistant sports editor 
If cars would have been al- 
lowed on Bowling Green's soft- 
ball field Tuesday afternoon, the 
traffic report would have read 
"sluggish conditions with lim- 
itied visibility." 
But unfortunately for Toledo, 
the only motion on the playing 
field was the speeding fastball of 








to help the 
Falcons win 
both games of 
a 
doubleheader and raise their re- 
cord to 4-14 overall, but 2-0 in the 
Mid-American Conference. 
Bowling Green came from be- 
hind in the first game to beat the 
defending MAC champions, 3-2, 
and held the Rockets scoreless 
in the second, 2-0. 
The senior right-hander Huf- 
ford gave up only two runs in 13 
innings of work to improve her 
record to 4-8. 
Wins have been at a premium 
so far this season for Hufford 
and the Falcons. During their 
dismal 1-11 California Spring 
trip, the Falcons were their own 
worst enemies committing 35 
errors. 
Hufford pitched in all but one 
of those games and came out 
with a team-leading 1.59 earned 
run average, despite only get- 
ting one win. 
Last weekend in the Ohio State 
Invitational, Hufford started 
and went the distance in three 
games, giving up only two runs, 
but the Falcons again managed 
just one victory. 
"We have been struggling," 
BG coach Jacquie Joespn said. 
"Since we came back from the 
"HerefeaNEW 
TAX LAW tip" 
Generally, the new tax law re- 
quires you to pay at least 90 
percent of your 1987 income 
tax through withholding or 
estimated tax payments. IT 
you don't, you may have to pay 
a penalty. Publication 505 con- 
tains more information. Call 
I -800-424-FORM (8876) OT t he 
IRS Forms number in your 
phone book to get a copy. 
Spring trip, their lives have been 
miserable. But we played well 
today. 
"We didn't make many mis- 
takes, we got the ball in play, we 
executed our skills and we came 
out on top." 
Joesph complemented her pit- 
cher on another superb outing. 
"(Hufford's) an old work- 
horse," she said. "She knows 
what she has to do to win and she 
Sot the job done today. She 
idn't walk a lot and stayed 
ahead of the batters." 
Hufford said the wins may add 
a well needed boost to a team 
starving for confidence. 
"It feels really great to win 
today after having a rough cou- 
ple of weeks," said Hufford, who 
has pitched in 78 innings (50 
more than any other Falcon) 
this season. 
"Toledo was the team to beat, 
which means we should be able 
to compete with the other MAC 
teams.'' 
While the outcome was crystal 
clear for the Falcons, the begin- 
ning was as cloudly as the April 
Toledo's Leigit Ross led off the 
first inning with a single to right 
field. Hufford then walked Dena 
Fong to put runners at first and 
second with no outs. 
After the next batter flew out, 
Toledo's Ronda King-Randolph 
cleared the bases with a double 
to right. 
Deb Mantz kept the rally alive 
with a single to left, before Huf- 
ford settled down and retired the 
next two batters. 
Hufford would not give up any 
more runs the entire day and 
only two more hits. 
While Hufford dominated 
Toledo hitters, the Rockets Pa- 
tty Barrett held the Falcons to 
one hit until the fourth inning 
when they surged back. 
With two outs, BG's Dena 
Romstadt hit a 1-2 pitch into left 
field for a single. A double by 
Jeni Leis put runners at second 
and third with two out. 
ff)C&gf'. 
Hufford then proved she could 
also hit, nailing a two-run double 
into left field. 
Both teams went scoreless the 
rest of the way, until the bottom 
of the seventh, when Toledo sec- 
ond baseman Jennifer Trimble 
misjudged a pop-up off Huf- 
ford's bat. 
Bowling Green's Vickie Quinn 
pinch ran for Hufford and ad- 
vanced to second base on a 
single by Kim Still. Still led the 
Falcons with three hits in two 
games. 
An error by leftfielder Lydia 
Reresztesi loaded the bases be- 
fore Karen Appelbaum ended 
the game with a single to right. 
"The error was the key," 
Toledo coach Sheryl Sprangel 
said. "It was a routine ball that 
should have been caught." 
The second game proved less 
dramatic as both teams had to 
battle the dropping tempera- 
tures and increasing snow fall. 
With one out in the third in- 
ning, Still hit an 2-0 pitch into left 
for a double. The Falcons lea- 
doff hitter, Michelle Clagett, 
bunted for a hit, putting runners 
at first and second with one out. 
Appelbaum then grounded the 
ball past the first baseman to 
score Still. Toledo's rightfielder 
BG News/Greg Horvath 
Bowling Green's Michelle Clagett slides into home with the Falcon's second run of the second game as team- 
mate Lisa Williams watches. The collision put Toledo's Lynn Szczypka out of the game. 
Sherri Magnuson's throw to 
third trying to catch Clagett was 
late. 
The third baseman threw back 
to second to tag a sliding Apple- 
baurn out. 
On the throw to second. 
Clagett raced home and collided 
with Lynn Szczypka whose 
effort to hold on to the ball was 
in vain as the umpire called 
Clagett safe and the Falcons 
went up for good 2-0. 
"Mentally, I feel my team 
wasn't cola," Joseph said. "If 
you let them think they're cold, 
they'll play like they're cold. 
Today, we weren't." 
ENDS THURSDAY 
FINAL 2 DAYS 
WINNER OF FOUP ACADEMY 
AWAPDS 
Best Picture and Best Actress 
PC 
7:15 4 9:15 
Starts APRIL 6th  " Eni.it Go.1 lo Jill 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
>m FOR ^ 
3rd ANNUAL BIATHLON 
SATURDAY, APRIL 21 
plan to attend one of the 
following volunteer meetings 
April 3rd at 2:00 p.m. in the SRC Conference Room 
or 
April 5th at 4:00 p.m. in the SRC Conference Room 
All volunteers will receive 
a 3rd Annual Biathlon t-shirt freel 
*For more information, call 372-7482 
Greenbriar Inc. 
UUe will be leasing the following 
locations for the Foil of 1990 
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave. 
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 
560 Frazee Ave. 
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin. 624, 670 
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave. 
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St. 
• Campbell Hill Apartments-   3 Bedrooms 
Coll or Stop in for a Complete 
Listing of Available 
Apartments & Houses 
352-0717 
224 
E. Wooster St 
Hours: 
M-F     9am.-5p.rn. 
Sat.     9a.m.-lp.m. 
SSSSSSS«SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS=JSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS= 
Games Marathon 
Saturday, April 7  Noon to Midnight 
At Off Campus Student Center 
"Basement of Moseley Hall" 
Proceeds 











accepted at door. 
Sponsored by 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization 
Bowling Green Gaming Society 
Hidden Realms 
Applications are being accepted 
for 
Summer 1990 BG News editor 
Fall 1990 BG News editor 
1990-91 Gavel editor 
1991 Key editor 
1990-91 Miscellany editor 
1990-91 Obsidian editor 
Application forms may be obtained at 
The BG News office, 214 West Hall. 
Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5 p.m. 
c-lmld.» Pickup Only - 
Wednesday 11 *HI 9 
Spaghetti 
Dinner 
PhM I Tic TO S«*J BM 
Iniidt i Pickup Only- 
Thursday 11'til 9 
Lasagna 
Dinner 





— INSIDE ONLY — 
Saturday 11 'til 9 
Mini Reg. Sub 
& Cup Ot Soup 
•3.50 
/ PASTA>, 
Sunday 11 'til 9 
Pizza 
Smorgasbord 
S*»J. Soup 4 ic Otm 
'4.50 
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Ruggers shut out Buckeyes 
by Scott Geringer 
sports writer 
The Bowling Green rugby club 
continued its early spring 
season success with three vic- 
tories during the weekend to im- 
prove its record to 6-1-2. 
The Falcons defeated Ohio 
State in Columbus 8-0 on tries by 
S" le Long and Tom Yessler. 
e victory atoned for an earlier 
12-12 tie with the Buckeyes in 
which tries by Eric Hepner, 
Tom Clark, and Kevin O'Reilly 
were not enough to decide the 
contest. 
The victory was especially 
satisfying   for  Falcon   coach 
Roger Mazzarella, who saw the 
Buckeyes defeat BG last fall to 
keep his team out of the national 
tournament. 
"We had a very successful fall 
season, but that one loss was all 
it took to knock us out," he said. 
BG also handed Notre Dame a 
loss in the round-robin competi- 
tion in a 4-0 struggle. Doug 
Slagel provided the lone try for 
the margin of victory. 
According to Mazzarella the 
most important victory of the 
weekend was posted against 
Slippery Rock in which the rug- 
gers came out strong in the sec- 
ond half scoring 16 points. 
Contributing to the scoring 
Lacrosse team 
downs Albion 
by Greg Watson 
sports writer 
The club lacrosse team lost two of three games last weekend 
but is hoping to take home the upcoming Dayton Flyer Cup. 
Ten Ohio college lacrosse teams, including Ohio State, Ohio, 
and Dayton will compete for the cup. The Falcons opponent has 
not been announced. 
The Falcons bowed to John Carroll and OU Saturday, then 
beat Albion Sunday. 
Blake Kneedler and Nate Anderson led the scoring with two 
goals in the 11-7 loss to John Carroll. 
"We went into the game thinking we could beat them easily," 
said captain Geoff Knapp. 
Kneedler and Sean Murphy accounted for the teams' goals in 
the 6-2 loss to OU. 
The club was fired up for the game, said defenseman Tom 
McDonnell. 
"We lost our last two overtime games against them and 
wanted to get even. We just got worn out late in the game," he 
said. 
Bin Robertson and Murphy led the Falcons to a 7-4 win 
against Albion. Robertson said team unity helped the club. 
"We worked very well with each other," he said. "There was 
better passing and the offense worked with the defense better 
than the last two games." According to Knapp, the Falcons will 
probably be seeded third before the Flyer Cup but the players 
nave high hopes of taking the trophy. 
"We lost to OU in overtime in last year's Flyer Cup." 
McDonnell said. "They and Dayton are the teams to beat." 
The lacrosse team took third place when Miami forfeited last 
year. 
"If we just get some good practices in before the tourna- 
ment, we could turn this into a runaway," added Robertson. 
For over 80 years, 
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creamy 
complexion. 
Fresh. Wholesome. Pure. Our standards of excellence 
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AA SMITHS 
tti£. THE DAIRY IN THE COUNTRY 
surge was Mark Colclesser (two 
tries), Kyle Fulmer (three con- 
version kicks), and Todd Myer 
and Andy Wasiniak with a try a 
piece. 
Mazzarella said, "The Slip- 
pery Rock game was 'typical 
BG showcasing the most so- 
phisticated offense in the nation 
which includes scoring by the 
backs." 
However, the coach was wor- 
ried in the first half with the 
score tied 6-6. "The Slippery 
Rock game was important, he 
said. '"We've had trouble getting 
mentally prepared for the sec- 
ond half in games." 
Mazzarella said his concern 
stemmed from the Falcons 
Spring Break trip to Gulfport, 
Miss, in which the Falcons 
swept the University of Southern 
Mississippi and defeated and 
tied the Gulfport Landsharks in 
four tight games. 
The seasons only loss for the 
rugby team was against the 
national military champions, 
Pensacola Naval Air Station 
14-6. Although Mazzarella was 
dissapointed with the loss, he 
was pleased with the team's 
effort. 
"This game let us know where 
we are and where we need to 
go," he said. "By next fall I 
"c we will be gangbusters." 
Reds clipped 8-6, 
trade for Hatcher 
KISSIMMEE, Fla. (AP) - 
Harry Spilman's two-run double 
in the eighth inning Tuesday 
gave the Houston Astros an 8-6 
exhibition victory over the Cin- 
cinnati Reds. 
The Astros rallied from a 6-5 
deficit with three runs in the 
eighth off loser Doug Danning, 
0-1, at Osceola County Stadium. 
Craig Biggio started the rally 
with an RBI single to score Ra- 
fael Ramirez to tie the game. 
Spilman then hit a double to 
right center that scored Biggio 
and Gerald Young. 
Reliever Al Osuna, 1-0, got the 
victory and Randy St. Claire got 
his first save. 
The Reds are 7-3 in exhibition 
play. 
The two teams will face each 
other again Monday in the open- 
ing game of the regular season 
at the Astrodome in Houston. 
ODD 
PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) — 
The Cincinnati Reds acquired 
outfielder Billy Hatcher in a 
trade with the Pittsburgh Pi- 
rates on Tuesday, giving up pit- 
cher Mike Roesler and non- 
roster infielder Jeff Richardson. 
Roesler goes to the Pirates' 
major league roster, and Rich- 
ardson moves from the Reds' 
Class AAA Nashville roster to 
the Pirates farm system. 
Hatcher is at home in Houston 
awaiting the birth of a second 
child and will join the club after 
the baby is born, the Reds said. 
Hatcher, 29, was hitting .417 in 
seven exhibition games. He was 
drafted by the Chicago Cubs in 
1981 and played briefly with the 
Cubs in 1984 and 1985 and then 
was traded to the Houston As- 
tros. He was with the Astros 
from 1986 until last August, 
when he want to Pittsburgh in a 
trade for outfielder Glenn Wil- 
son. 
Hatcher's combined totals for 
last year included a .231 batting 
average with four home runs, 51 
RBI and 24 stolen bases. His best 
season was in 1987 when he hit 
.296 for Houston with 28 doubles, 
11 homers, 63 RBI and 53 stolen 
bases. 
In his last outing, Roesler pit- 
ched two shutout innings against 
the Red Sox in a split-squad 
game in Winter Haven. 
Roesler, 26, was the Reds' 
No.17 draft in June 1985. He was 
called up for the first time last 
Aug. 7, and was 0-1 with a 3.96 
earned run average in 17 games. 
The BG News 
is recyclable! 





FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING CENTER 
April 4   Moseley Hall 7:30 p.m. 
Refreshments Provided * • All Majors Welcome 
^••••••••*******dr**rV**», 
WANTED! 





The BG News 
If you are a self-motivated, 
results-oriented person, 
YOU 
have the potential to be 
one of the highest paid 
students on campus. 
All majors encouraged to apply. 
Must have own car. 
Applications and job descriptions 
available at 214 West Hall. 
DEADLINE: April 6, 5 p.m. 
Nicklaus pursues 
7th Masters win 
by Bob Green 
AP golf wrilor 
AUGUSTA, Ga. — The Olden Bear turned Golden again, and 
now he's on the prowl for still another Masters title. 
Sam Snead was 52 when he won his eighth Greensboro Open 
in 1965. He was the oldest man to win on the PGA Tour. 
Julius Boros was 48 when he won the 1968 PGA champion- 
ship. He was the oldest man to win one of golf's Big Four 
events: the Masters, U.S. and British Opens ana the PGA. 
Jack Nicklaus was 46 when he won the 1986 Masters, the 
oldest man to win that title. Now he's 50. 
And, confident and enthusiastic in the wake of a triumph in 
his first start on the Senior PGA Tour, Nicklaus says he's ready 
to take on the younger players in the 54th Masters that begins 
Thursday. 
■-I think my chances are pretty good," he said. "I really 
think they are." 
The statement came in the cheerful, confident, rosy review 
of his victory in the Tradition at Desert Mountain. But that was 
against a field restricted to golf's over-50 set, 
Gary Player, a three-time Masters winner and Nicklaus' 
playing companion over the last two rounds last week, thinks it 
is more than possible Nicklaus can win here. 
"Extremely likely," Player said. "He's playing very, very 
well. I thought his putting was excellent. He's doing the things 
you have to do to win. I don't care what they say about all those 
younger players. There's not a one of them can play anything 
like the way this man plays." 
At the core is his new-old swing. In the years since his sixth 
Masters victory, he said, his swing changed to accommodate 
back problems that, at one time, threatened his playing career. 
Those physical problems are cured, he said, and he has 
slowly worked his way back to the swing of an earlier era, a 
swing that produced 70 American PGA Tour titles and a record 
18 major championships. 
"I'm very confident with what I'm doing," he said after 
reaching the halfway mark on a goal he'd set Tor 1990: a victory 
on both the Senior and regular tours."If I'm going to win on the 
regular tour, the Masters is the tournament for me to win. 
"I've won there six times. I know the course and the tourna- 
ment and what it takes to win there. I'm comfortable there. I 
don't have the strength I once had, but strength isn't a factor at 
Augusta. You don't have the rough there you do at the Open 
and the PGA. 
There are other fellows who are better than I am around the 
greens. But that doesn't give them the advantage al Augusta 
they might have some place else." 
Indians, Pirates 
post spring wins 
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Candy 
Maldonado doubled home Chris 
James in the seventh inning 
Monday afternoon to give the 
Cleveland Indians a 2-1 exhibi- 
tion victory over the Seattle 
Mariners. 
James scored the game- 
winning run after getting the In- 
dians even with a run-scoring 
triple off loser Vance Lovelace. 
James' sinking line drive to 
center field skipped past a 
charging Henry Cotto, allowing 
Cory Snyder to score from first 
base. Snyder opened the inning 
with an infield nit. 
The Mariners took a 1-0 lead in 
the fifth inning when Dave 
Cochrane hit a leadoff homer off 
Bud Black, who allowed five hits 
over five innings. 
Seattle starter Scott Bank- 
head pitched four scoreless in- 
nings, allowing one hit and Gene 
Harris followed with two score- 
less innings before Lovelace, 
expected to start the season in 
Triple A, came on in relief. 
Jeff Shaw replaced Black and 
Eitched one inning to get the vic- 
iry while Ceciho Guante pit- 
ched the last two innings for the 
Indians to pick up the save. 
ODD 
BRADENTON, Fla. (AP) — 
Jeff King and Jay Bell homered 
and had three hits apiece and 
the Pittsburgh Pirates worked 
over Texas starter Bobby Witt 
for 10 runs and 12 hits in five in- 
nings in an 11-5 victory Tuesday 
over the Rangers. 
Bob Patterson, a veteran 
minor league left-hander who 
will make the Pirates' opening 
day staff, checked the Rangers 
on two hits over 3 1-3 scoreless 
innings after starter Bob Walk 
left in the second with a strained 
right calf muscle. 
Walk allowed Rafael Pal- 
meiro's two-run triple in the 
second as the Rangers took a 4-2 
lead. Bell hit a solo homer in the 
third and the Pirates took a 6-4 
lead In the fourth on King's 
run-scoring double and R.J. 
Reynolds' two-run single. 
King hit a two-out solo homer 
in the fifth ahead of singles by 
Mike LaValliere and Jose Lind 
and Andy Van Slyke's pinch-hit 
three-run homer just inside the 
right-field foul pole. 
SUMMER 
At Cleveland State University.  We offer over 
750 different summer classes — days, evenings, 
or Saturdays — and most run for just 5'A weeks 
instead of 11.  (We also offer some 8 and 11 
week sessions.) So call 216-687-3770 or write 
the Registrar, CSU, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115. 
Summer may be long 
and hot, but the classes at 
CSU are short and sweet. 
CSU 
No Limits. 
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Kosar says his arm is healed 
CLEVELAND (AP) — After 
three months of recuperation in 
Florida, Cleveland Browns 
quarterback Bernie Kosar said 
he has healed injuries that ham- 
pered his throwing arm at the 
end of last season. 
In the latter part of the 1969 
NFL season, Kosar would con- 
sistently downplay the affect of 
shoulder, elbow and hand injur- 
ies by saying he adjusted to the 
physical problems the injuries 
presented. 
In an interview published 
Tuesday in The (Cleveland) 
Plain Dealer, Kosar said he 




While the women's tennis 
team was busy defeating Ken- 
yon 7-2, Michigan State was 
shutting out the men 9-0. 
Carla Marshack, Nannette 
Zimmerman, Brenda Conley, 
Tisa Pacella, and Sara Emdin 
all posted singles victories for 
the Falcons. 
The only BG singles player to 
lose was Robin Monn, who 
dropped a close match, 5-7, 6-2, 
64). 
The Falcons took two of the 
three doubles matches. The 
Marshack/Pacella and the 
Zimmerman/Conley duos each 
were victorious. 
BG improved its record to 10-3 
with Tuesday's wins. 
D D □ 
Against the Spartans, the 
men's team did not manage to 
force a third game in any match. 
Rob Suski lost to MSU's Wade 
Martin 6-3, 7-6 in the closest 
match of the day. 
game at Denver in the belief he 
could help his team win despite 
his injuries. 
"The last couple of games I 
was limited in the way I could 
throw," Kosar told The Plain 
Dealer. "When I was hurting the 
most was Minnesota, Houston, 
Buffalo and Denver games. 
Those were the most important 
games. I wanted to play. 
"You can say maybe the Den- 
ver game was one I shouldn't 
have played in, but I maybe 
shouldn't have played in the 
Minnesota, Houston and Buffalo 
games, too. And those were all 
very   successful   offensive 
games." 
Kosar was plagued by a staph 
infection that caused swelling in 
his right shoulder. He also had a 
bruised right elbow and a 
strained index finger in his 
throwing hand. 
Kosar didn't miss a game last 
season, which included late- 
season wins over Minnesota and 
Houston and a playoff win over 
Buffalo before the loss at Den- 
ver in the semi-final to the Super 
Bowl. 
Kosar said he feels fine now 
but has been advised to gradual- 
ly work his arm and shoulder 
into playing condition. 
Kosar's close friend Marc 
Trestman, Cleveland's offensive 
coordinator last season, was 
fired after the season and has 
signed on as an offensive assist- 
ant with the Minnesota Vikings. 
Kosar said his Florida stay al- 
lowed him to review problems 
the team had on offense last 
season and the resulting Trest- 
man firing. 
"I'm going to still work as 
hard as I have in the past," he 
said. "I don't hold any animosi- 
ties towards anyone. My main 
concern still is for this team to 
win." 
Gretzky doubtful for Kings 
by Dick Brinster 
AP sports writer 
With the injured Wayne Gretzky a doubtful par- 
ticipant, the battered Los Angeles Kings open the 
NHL Smythe Division playoffs Wednesday night 
against the defending Stanley Cup champion Cal- 
gary Flames. 
Gretzky, sidelined after absorbing a hard check 
from Alan Kerr of the New York Islanders on 
March 22, is one of six injured Kings. That's hardly 
encouraging considering an 8-4 loss to the Flames 
in the season finale Sunday night anda healthy Los 
Angeles team's playoff loss to Calgary last season 
in four straight games. 
"At this point, we do not expect to have Gretzky 
back in the lineup on Wednesday," Coach Tom 
Webster said Monday before the Kings — without 
Gretzky — left for Banff, Alberta, to prepare for 
the first-round series. 
"I've no idea when Wayne will return," Webster 
said. "We just have to take it day by day." 
Team officials say Gretzky, who won his eighth 
NHL scoring title this season, has spasms and a 
hyperextension of the back. But they haven't ruled 
out the possibility, however remote, that he may 
play Wednesday night. 
"Wayne continues to be treated in Los Angeles, 
and remains on a day-to-day basis," Dr. Steve 
Lombardo said. "A decision on his availability to 
play on Wednesday will be made tomorrow (Tues- 
day)." 
The other injured Kings are forwards John Tone- 
lli, Dave Taylor and Steve Kasper and defensemen 
Larry Robinson and Tom Laidlaw. All missed 
Sunday's game. 
"We do expect to have Robinson back, hopefully 
Tonelli and Kasper, too," Webster, himself re- 
covering from an inner ear operation, said. "But 
both Tom Laidlaw and Wayne Gretzky are big 
question marks." 
Gretzky, who likened the Kerr check to being 
rear-ended in an auto accident, had 40 goals and 
142 points this season. Those were the worst num- 
bers he has posted since getting 137 points as a 
rookie in 1979-80. 
His absence would be a severe blow to the fourth- 
place Kings, whose 75 points this season surpassed 
only the Islanders' 73 among the NHL's 16 playoff 
teams. 
The first-place Flames, whose 99 points are sec- 
ond-best in the league, will host the first two games 
of the best-of-7 series. After Friday night's second 
game at the Olympic Saddledome, the series shifts 
to Ingle wood, Calif., where Games 3 and 4 will be 
played Sunday and next Tuesday. The teams 
would alternate sites for games 5 through 7, as 
needed. 
That rotation also would hold for the other 
Campbell Conference series. 
In the other Smythe Division series. Winnipeg 
opens at Edmonton, where Gretzky lea the Oilers 
to four Stanley Cups in 1980s. 
Tribe's Nichols 
starting slowly 
CLEVELAND (AP) — Rod Nichols likes regular season 
baseball. Spring games just don't seem to get his competitive 
fire going. 
The 25-year-old right-hander is a candidate to become the 
Cleveland Indians' fifth starting pitcher, but be hasn't been 
impressive so far in spring training. 
He gave up two runs on three hits in one inning against the 
Seattle Mariners his first outing, and Dante Bichette of the Cal- 
ifornia Angels hit a 3-run homer off him in four innings his sec- 
ond time on the hill. 
"Before my second start, I wanted to work at getting into a 
baseball frame of mind," Nichols said "So I watched films of 
me pitching in 1988 and '89, then I watched as much baseball as 
I could on TV. 
"That's how I get the feeling back of what it's like to be on the 
mound. It's easy during the season, but not in spring training. I 
don't know why exactly, except that all winter I'm only trying 
to stay in shape." 
Nichols is not assured of opening the season in the majors. In 
parts of the last two seasons with the Indians, Nichols has a 5-13 
record and a 4.72 earned run average. 
But his competition for the fifth starting spot includes rookie 
Kevin Bearse, who has never pitched a big-league game, and 
veteran Al Nipper, who didn't pitch at all last year after sur- 
gery on his knee arid elbow. 
The 6-foot-2. 190-pound Nichols was Cleveland's No. 5 selec- 
tion in the June 198$ draft. 
Before rejoining the Indians last season, he pitched at Class 
AAA Colorado Springs of the Pacific Coast 1-eague. where he 
was 8-1 with a 3.58 ERA. 
"I'm just going with the flow," Nichols said. "I know it's 
wrong to take the attitude I have the team made. I'm not an es- 
tablished veteran." 
Even if he makes the Cleveland pitching staff, he will pitch 
behind veteran starters Greg Swindell, Tom Candiotti, Bud 
Black and John Farrell. 
"I need a full year i in the majors) under my belt before I can 
relax in spring training," he said. 
Gymnast Friel honored 
Mary Beth Friel has earned a 
spot in the NCAA Northeast re- 
gional gymnastics meet this 
weekend at Ohio State in 
Columbus. 
A sophomore, Friel was se- 
lected on an at-large basis to 
compete in the all-around. 
Friers season average of 37.04 
was second-best among the sev- 
en at-large selections for the re- 
gional. 
Friel set the school record in 
the all-around earlier this 
season with a score of 37.2. 
Freshman Robin Wall missed 
earning an at-large berth in the 
regional meet by .15. 
CAMPUS 4 CITY EVENTS 
••FMAMMHng" 
Election of Off icars 
Wad. April 4, (:00 
Applied Human Ecology 
'ADCLUB' 
Trunk! to ill ot our 89-90 oWcars 
President -Laura Fegley 
VP of Programs -Joanne McDonald 
VP ol Membership -Dave Myers 
Treasurer -Pam Fogel 
D< of Ad Agency -Came Oehnbostel 
Fundratsmg Dir. -Peggy Kain 
VP NSAC -Warren Marten 
Publicity Dir -Debra Jordan 
ACT Uaaon -Sue Wefcer 
Secretary -Cathy Hissong 
Social r>r   Amanda Biggs 
Publications tailor -Laura Gross 
Resume Books Dir -Thanh Nguyen 
OAC rep -Troy Chaney 
Aast. Agency Dir -Sheri Troeber 
Public Serv Dir -Roberta Weinman 
Thanks for all ol your hard wortt' 
'Good Luck Graduating Seniors' 
'AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL- 
PRESENTS:   TIMOTHY   POGGOCAR.   STU 
D€NT ADVISOR FOR INTERNATIONAL STU- 
DENTS AND PROFESSOR OF SOVIET STUD- 
IES. GERMAN AND RUSSIAN LANGUAGES. 
OR POGGOCAR STUDIED FOR SEVERAL 
YEARS IN THS SOVIET UNION. AND WAS A 
MEMBER OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL IN 
TEH LATE SEVENTIES COME HEAR HIM 
SPEAK ON THE RECENT EVENTS AND 
CHANGES IN THE SOVIET UNION AND 
EASTERN EUROPE AS WELL AS THE EF- 
FECTS OF THE SEVENTIES ON THESE 
CHANGES AT 7:00 WED APRIL 4 IN RM 303 
HAYES EVERYONE WELCOME'  
AD CLUB 
•Cong/aUNew taso-St VK»V 
President -Jennifer Gambia 
VP of Programs Jennifer Matrass 
VP of Membership -Matt Dickman 
Dir of Ad Agency -Laura Fegley 
FundreJeing Dir -Rebbecca Worth 
Publicity 0*   Matt Park 
PuMcatlona Ed -Paul Lavocki 
Pubtc Service Dir -Debra Jordan 
Attention 
Young Men of Black Alienee 
Meeting TONIGHT 7:30 PM 2nd Floor 
Student Services. Refreshments/speaker 
Attention 
Young Men of Stack AJkance 
Meeting TONIGHT 7:30 PM 2nd Floor 
Student Services Refreshments/speaker 
Attention 
Young Men of Block Alienee 
Meeting TONIGHT 7 30 PM 2nd Floor 
Student Services Refreshments/speaker. 
Attention 
Young Men of Back Alliance 
Meeting TONIGHT 7 30 PM 2nd Floor 
Student Services Refreshments/speaker 
ATTENTION OSEA MEMBERS 
The last meeting wi be Wednesday April 4th st 
9pm Hope to see al of you there! 
Be a part of the world 
Apply to be a board or committee member of 
World Student Association 
Pick up application at 403 South Hal 
Deedlne Aprils 
Election day: April 15 
More  info,   please   contact:   Peggy   Pak  at 
353-1952 
Join the real world, km WSA 
BG CLUB VOLLEYBALL 
in action at home 
April 4 Mich State Tonight 
Apr! 6 Ohio Wealeyan Friday 
Apr! 11 TOLEDO Wednesday 
All start al 8PM 
At Anderson Arena 
MM SKI CLUB 
Attention to al members of Ski Club! Nomtna- 
llona tor office wst be accepted at this Wednes- 
day's meeting for officer elections on Apr! 11. 
tggo. Come and nominate the person's) you 
would eke to see hold office tor the loaowmg 
year Remember nominations are this 
Wedneeday April 4 and officer elections win 
be held on April till 
Please try to ettendl 
8:00 PM Wedneeday 200 Hayes 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION 
WHO: Darren Toler 
WHEN: Apr* 4 1980 7:30PM 
WHERE 400 Moeewy Hal 
WHAT: Q»ynco-Federal Law Enforcement Train- 
ing Center. Al majors welcome-refreshments 
provided Donlforget   PARTY!'Apr!6 
Details at meeting! 
Discover Europe A Earn 6 Credit hrs. 
Summer Study Program in France. 
Classes ere English 
Dr. Charles Chittle wil talk about program 
Open to al 
Wed .April 4. 9pm 
Room lOOOBABMg For more info 
Dr. CMSe 372-8180 or 362-6012. 
MUM 
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAM. COL- 
LEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES. 
AND THE PREVENTION CENTER IS PLEASED 
TO PRESENT DAMYL TOLERFROM THE 
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING 
CENTER. HE WILL SPEAK ON "DRUGS AND 
ENFORCEMENT ON WEDNESDAY. APRIL 4 
FROM NOON-2PM IN THE STUDENT SER- 
VICES BLDG 2ND FLR LOUNGE BRING A 
SACK LUNCH! EVERYONE WELCOME! 
FREE FILM!   Cry Freedom" fern about South 
African Plight (Free Munchles Tool) 
7:30 Wedneeday 4 Apr! 
305 Moaeley sponsored by International Re- 
lations Or ganuaton 
LADIES LADIES LADSES 
1 Annual Lades Nile Out 
N Y Strip Dinner a Beverage 
Games-Movies???? 
APRIL 7,1990 8:00-12:00 
at Tontogeny Legion Hal 
For more Information A tickets 
Contact Mick at 823-3264 
or Jeff al 823-3146 
PHI ETA SIGMA 
Al Members 
Happy Hours 
Friday. April 6 
Ceaetdy'e 
5 00-8.00 PM 
The next Student Council lor Exceptional Chil- 
dren s meeting wll be Sunday April 8 at 8 PM in 
406 Ed Bunding See you there! This «a be the 
aat meeting of the yeer. 
U.S./Japanese naartlone 
Former President ol Nissan Motors Goto 
Friday. Apr! 6 1:15-3 OOPM 
McFall Center  
WOMEN FOR WOMEN 
presents 
KATE CLINTON, "lumerist" 
(feminist humorist!) 
April 6. 1990. 8pm . Jos E Brown Theatre 
Tickets S8-12. at the door 
Co-sponsors  Women's Studies Progrsm, Stu- 
dent Activities Organization. Lesbian and Gay 
AJkance.   Kohl   Hal.   Founders.   MscDonaM 
Complex. Offenhauer Towers a Lavender Trie- 
note.  
"How to get Into Law School" 
Wed. April 4 et 7:30pm 
Ohio Suite 
Ohio Law School Admission Counselors 
Sponsored by Pre-Law Society * Phi Alpha 
Delta. 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost s teal Eddie Bower jecket m the freezer at 
Mark's Friday Night Any info eel 372-5813 
Lost: black and white female cat  very specie) 
pet. 354-7727 or 362-7339 
LOST 
I lost my black, leather-bound folder before 
spring break and I'm in trouble if I do not find It 
The contents include mrsc papers, a book ol 
stamps, a smsl yellow scratch ped etc 
It you find it PLEASE either cat Matt al 
372-4341 or leave it In the BG News office in 
West Hal Thank You 
LOST Diamond Cluster nng lost m Union 3rd 
Hoor ladies room  Please cal 353-8788  Sen- 
timental Value!  
LOST Gold watch-narrow, octagon-shaped 
face, narrow band If lound please cal Cynthia 
372-8425 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Leader in EDITING SERVICES lor 
Theses. Books. Articles. Reports 
• RESUMES. Composed a Laser Printed ■ 
Stste-ot-tneart WORD PROCESSING 
Versatile. Al-Ph 0 Staff 
KORREKT SERVICE Cal 352-8744 
Need a caring response 
to your pregnency concerns' 
Cell BG PREGNANCY CENTER 
et 354-HOPE 
For Wo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
and supporting services 
RESUMES 
Quality typeset or 
laser imegeset 
from your typewritten copy or 
compatible Macintosh program 
$16 for one page 
Don't put It off any longer' 
UntOraphlce 
211 Weal Hal 
372-7418 
CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
• Abortkjnethru I 7 weeks 
• Morning sfter treatment 
Al persons! snd private 
Proud to be ProChr>ce 
16N Huron St . Toledo OH 
1-255-7769 
Typing 1 35 per page 354-0371 
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable rstss with sccurscy 
Cal 352-3987 Iron. 8AM to 9PM 
continued on p. 12 
sPgayti 
Where The Party Never Ends 
qS&r* WET T-SHIRT NIGHT FIRST PRIZE $100 
APRIL 4, 9:00 pm 




12 Noon - 3 am. Mon-Thurs 
12 Noon - 4 am, Friday 
Opens 4 pm Sat. & Sun. 
Monday College ID Nite Reduced Cover 
Mon & Tues 12:00-6:00; Wear a Tie and Get In Free 
Tues & Thur 12:00-6:00; Bring a Friend and Get In Free 
Non-Alcoholic-Establishment 18 yrs. & Older to Enter 
Deja Vu is always looking for new talent! 
Waitresses Needed - Professional Atmosphere 
Apply Within or Call 531-0329 
DANCERS NEEDED • Excellent opportunity to make great money. 
MAKE YOUR SUMMER '90 
WORKSHOPS CULTURALLY   DIVERSE! 
Ethnic Studies: The Discipline 
UNDERGRADUATES 
Sec. 4602  3 credits GRADUATES 
ETHN W395 Sec. 4603 3 credits 
SOCW580 4-Weekends Only: 5-9:30 pm F 
8 am-4:30 pm S 
PUBLIC SCHOOL 
TEACHERS 
May 11 -June 2 (Staff) COUNSELORS 
ETHN W395 Andrade             Champion             Perry 
SOC 580 Royster              Scott 
ADMINISTRATORS 
Ethnicity: Crosscultural Counseling UNIVERSITY 
Sec. 4612  3 credits FACULTY 
Sec. 4613 3 credits SOCIAL SERVICES 
4-Weekends Only: 5-9:30 pm F PERSONNEL 
8 am-430 pm S 
June 15-July 7 (Perry) COMMUNITY 
COURSES LEADERS 
3227   Introduction to Ethnic Studies (3 cr.) 101           8-9:30  MTWRF                5/14-6/15 
(R. Andrade Assoc. Prof.) 
3229   Issues: Ethnicity & The Contemporary Athlete   5:30-7:30 am MTWR     5/14-6/15 
(J. Scott, Professor)        (3 cr.) 300 
5190   Introduction to Black Studies (3 cr.) 120           10-11 30 vlTWRF           6/18-7/20 
(P. Royster. Professor) 
5189   Introduction to Ethnic Studies (3 cr.) 101          12:30-2:15 MTWR          6/18-8/10 
(Staff) 
5191    Ethnicity In America (3 cr.) 304                            8-9:30 MTWRF                7/9-8/10 
(Staff) 
REGISTER EARLY - CLASSES FILL 
For Information Call Department of Ethnic Studies 
372-2796 or 372-6949 
12        April 4,1990 
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continued from p. 11 
PERSONALS 
• • •COUNRTY PIG ROAST H • • • 
 25KEGS  
FEATURING 8LITZEN 
""Saturday April 7"" 
Wood County Fairgrounds 
2 nd Annual FUI Ultimata Fnsbae Ctasaic 
Sal Aprl7 11 OOAM 
BQSU Intramural Fata 
Featuring LOVESTREET 
lor mlo 372 8331 
2nd Annual FUI Ultimata FnaDaa Classic 
Sat April7 11 OOAM 
BGSU Intramural Fields 
Featuring LOVESTREET 
torlnto 3728331 
Adoption Happlty married coup* ol 14 years. 
We promise your chad a loving homa and flnan- 
cial security Oavolad. stay homa mom Caring 
dad and ona Dig staler All medical an d legal 
e>pen»aspaKl CalcoHoct I 622 9268 
Alpha XI Dana Kappa Sigma 
Fantastic job on the tricycle race' 
Gamma PI Gamma 
Attention 
Young Men ol Black Alence 
Meeting TONIGHT 7 30PM 2nd Floor 
Student Services Refreshments/speaker 
Attention 
Young Man ol Black Aaiance 
Mealing TONIGHT 7 30PM 2nd Floor 
Student Services Refreshments/speaker. 
Attention 
Young Men ol Black Alkence 
Mealing TONIGHT 7 30PM 2nd floor 
Student Servicee Ratreshmants/apeakar 
Attention 
Young Man ot Black Akance 
Meeting TONIGHT 7 30PM 2nd Floor 
Student Senves Refreshments, speaker 
ATTENTION KIM KAPPEL 
Well, you did tt-you're me newest addition to 
the Medical Collage ol OhkxMCO). Do you 
have any Ida* how proud I am of all your ac- 
complishments! You've come a long way 
baby! Congrate-you deserve HI 
Love, C squared 
ATTENTION OMICRON DELTA KAPPA MEM- 
■ERS: 
Spring Initiation is this Friday. April 6th The 
breaklast is at 7am m the Union (2nd floor) and 
the ceremony a) at 4pm at Prout Chapel Pins 
and Certificates wi» also be distributed Friday II 
you can help at el with initiation, please call Mi- 
chela. 3520781  Hope to saa you Blare! 
BEDROCK BABE OF THE WEEK 
THE BG POLICE DEPT 
For breaking up our altar hours in record time! 
BEDROCK BONE OF THE WEEK 
THE UGLY GUY FORM DOWNTOWN SATUR- 
DAY NIGHT THAT'S REAL COOL FIRST 
YOU TRY AND PICK US UP. THEN YOU POUR 
A PITCHER ON US MAKE UP YOUR 
MIN0l(P S YOU DON'T EVEN FIGHT WELL 
WrrHGIFtLSil 
Chi-O • Shannon Wise ■ Chi-O 
The sisters of Chi Omega are happy tor you and 
your "friendship" with your OKLAHOMA mani 
Chi-0 • Wendy Blank ■ CI»-0 
Congratulations on your Delta Chi lavallenng to 
Mfcel 
Love your Chi-O sisters 
PS. How about some direction in your He? 
FIJI'S GET UVEI 
FIJI'S GET LtVE! 
FIJI'S GET LIVEI 
Dtecovar Europe a Earn 6 Credit hra 
Summer Study Program In Franca. 
Cleeeea are in Engtsh 
Or Chartee Chime wn talk about program 
Open to al 
Wad. April 4.8pm 
Room 1000 BA Btdg. For more Info 
Or ChltHe372-8180or352-6012. 
Senior Sand Off 
Senior Sand OH 
Senior Sand Otl 
Senior Send OM 
Thura 7-6 PM 
Mlletl Alumni Canter 
HELP: 
l need 1 tneo to sublsass apartment for summer 
with 3 other Imles vary doee 4 nice ajeo cheap 
(SI03 75 plus dap pkia etecl 354-7825 eves. 
GAMMA PHI BETA WENDY MIDDLETON 
Congratulations 10 you and Kurt for your 
pearling I wish you both all the happiness! 
Love ye-Your Big 
Rhonda 
Gsy Lesbian Information Line 
Can  352-LAGA (362-6242) from  7-10 PM 
Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays for the an- 
swers to your questions about homoeexuaHty or 
to sat up penal csscueetona tor deeees. real- 
dance hale, or campus organizations 
GET READY FOR SUMMfEH 
1 5 % off aj non-prescription sunglasses 
Dm. Deaths a Archer. Inc 
I022N Prospect 
Serengeti ' Neons 
Ray Ban ' Vuamel 
Carrara ■ Flourescanta 
GRANT KHUCH 
Legal action will bo continued against you un- 
less you gal in touch with ma IMMEDIATELY 
Cal Malt al 372-6867 or 372-6066.  
Help WFAL raise II tor the Ronald McDonald 
Children'! Charity with the 2nd Annual 
WFAL Volleyball Toum. wllh ell proceeds go- 
ing to R.M. Children's Charity, Teams may 
consist of up to 7 people (coed or not), but 
only f may play at ona g i van time. Sea WFAL 
for rules Entry Faa SIS. CapL sign up at 31 
West Hall- Faa needed at time of signup Any 
7 Calf Paula or Soils 2-2115. Saa them for 
Sign-up. Tournament data Is April 21-Sat. at 
RaeCavmVar.SlgnupbyAprillO. 
Intramural officials anyone that has worked this 
year that la mtereated In wonting summer, coma 
lo the IM ottkie by April 13  
Kappa Sigs • Alpha x,s 
Congratutatlona on a successful "Trike Race" 
philanthropy! 
Love-The Alpha Gams 
KKG • KKG • KKG 
G-A-M-M-A 
Greeks Advocating Mature 
Management ol Alcohol 
KAPPA SUPPORTS GAMMA' 
Make a "FRESH START" 
Smoking    Cassation    classes    begin   tha 
weak!!!    FREEH!   Call    "Tha    WELL"    at 
SIMM 
Sponsored by the Student Health Service 
Order your 1990 Key TODAY 
Onty$!8 95 
Check your iratfbox! 
Order your 1890 Kay TODAY 
Only S18 95 
Check your majboxl 
Order your 1990 Key TOOAY 
Only$18 95 
Check your maabox! 
PHI ETA SIGMA 
AH members Invited 10 
Happy Hours at Caaakty's 
this Friday Door prize raffia and tree pizza! 
PHI ETA SIGMA 
Attetnion al members 
Bring a Mend lo CassKty's this Friday. En(oy 
free pizza, drinks, and door prizes' 
PiPhiPhlTau 
Hay Tlm(l moan Dirk) 
Thanks lor coming with me Saturday. I had a 
great time Your teenage Mutant Nin(a gunman 
partner 
Jackie 
Santor Sand Off 
1 Mora Day 
All Seniors Welcome 
April 5 7-SPM 
Mllall Alumni Canter 
Serious people to lose weight or earn money. 
Nueltlorval weight loss Cat 637-6041 
Sigma Ctas 
Tha Alpha Gams lax) an awaaoma Bma Friday 
night! 
Thanks! 
Summer Job? Not Yet? 
"HOW TO FIND YOUR OWN 
CO-OP OR INTERNSHIP" 
Business Majors 
April 10th-8 00PM-101 BABWg 
Arts S Sciences Majors 
April 16th • 8:00PM • 101 BABktg 
Cal Co-op Office: 372-2451 lor dele* 
Typeset Resumes 
S15.W 
This is not a coupon. 
This Is not a special offer. 
This Is the regular price 
for a quality typeset resume 
at UniGraphics. 
Conveniently located on 
campus, UniGraphics provides 
resumes in several clean 
business-like formats. 
Resumes are typeset in two 
to three days and are ready for 
printing. Charges can also be 
applied to your Bursar account. 
That's the special. 
UniGraphics 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
'Price does not include lax Second page $8 00 
Two female subleaeers needed AC. wa- 
sher/dryer dishwasher Easy living' 1300.00 
entire summer I Cal 364-8513 ask lor Rhonda 
otHeKS.  
FREE RENT FOR SUMMER 
1 BORM ON SECOND ST HAS AC 
TAKE IT AND I'LL PAY PART OF 
THE RENT. CALL BILL 353-7894 
Looking tor a Summer Job? 
livings N Y Del ol Put-In-Bay. OH 
la hiring! 
If you enjoy having a good time yet stM need a 
place to work, kvtng's Is tha place for you' Pay 
la S3 75<hr a tree housing   II mtereated cal 
Dabble at 354-8322 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
WISH TO CONGRATULATE JOE MELtLLO ON 
HIS LAVALIEMNG TO PI BETA PHI CHRIS 
STECURA.  
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSHON 
WISH TO CONGRATULATE JIM SCULTZ ON 
HIS LAVALIERINO TO DELTA GAMMA LISA 
FOIKENS 
The Greek CARE. Fair 
April 1,1880 In City Park 
1:00-5:00 pm 
Don't Miss It! 
The Sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta would Ike to 
congratulate Debt Fransen and Mark Hanee on 
their Gamma Phi-Fiji la valeting 
UNIFIED 1190 
Sweatshirts all lor sale' 
Cal Jason at 372-4841 
Wanted: a ride 10 tha airport April 15 In tha 
morning. WH help pay for gas Anytime would 
be great' Please cal 2-6867 during the day or 
353-3608 in the evening Ask lor Dab  
WANTED 
1 F rmte needed for 90-91 school year E 
Merry Apt Cal 354-4273. ask tor Tern or 
Thonda. 
1 GRAD or STAFF non-smoker needed to share 
apt. with studious 30 yr old grad student 
Sl87'mo .. own room, aval fas asm. vary 
close lo campus Cal Christopher 353-2656 
or leave message 
1 M. or F rmte. for summer '90 and/or Fel. 
Chartee Apia - Scott Hamtton a Troup Vary 
flexible Can Char 372-5928 or Jenny 
372 3435  
1 non-smoking female to sublease 4th St. apt. 
lor summer $117 a month a uttWee Cal 
353 9338. ask lot Kelly  
2 non smoking lemalea for 4th SI apt. for next 
school year $120'montn a utisties Cal 
363-9338. ask to Kelly.  
COOK 
(or sorority chapter at BGSU Parson responsi- 
ble lor lunch/dinner   Prepare for appro*   46 
women For info cal Deb 372-3685  
F. rmt to share apt. expenses lor Fal '90 own 
bedroom a bath, air. dishwasher. Cal Kety 
352-3487 
FREE TICKET 
Food server needed lor an International Dinner. 
Sat. April 7 Be a server and gal free ticket In- 
terested? Apply by Wad Aprtl 4 Contact: Pe- 
ggy 353-1952 or Ting Ting 353-7250 or 
Stave 353-5338 
Need 3 lemalea to sublet our house' Ctoee to 
campus, lurmsheo. at condition. ALL unities 
peM except electric I Cal 354-8316  
Mead to ns-aaass 2 bedroom apt for summer. 
Ctoee  to campus   $305  plus  uttWee    Cal 
353 3575 alter 7 00 PM  
Needed one lerrvate roommate to rant 2 bdrm 
apt '80-91 school year. Ctoee to campus. 
inexpensive For Information please cal 
372-1868 or 372-1681  
NEEDED: 2 people to lease apartment on 4lh 
end Elm Totafy furnished, two car garage and 
reasonable rent Cal today for more Info. Ji 
372-6788 
Ona mala roommate needed lor 80-81 school 
year    2nd   St   Apt    Cal   Bob   or   Mark   at 
354 5834  
Roommates) needed for summer a fal '80. 
Own room aval. Low rant a free memoerehip to 
Cherrywood Spa For more Info contact Dan at 
354-4540 or MK at 353-8464 
SUMMER SUBLEASES WANTED 
2 females needed to rant house for summer 
OWN ROOM S85 plus uW /mo. Cal Mara 
372-1883  
SUMMER SUBLEASES NEEDED 
3 Females needed to sublease apartment for 
eummer Only $66'month a utBtles Own 
room, furnished, across the street from cam- 
pus Cal now! Ask lor Martssa 353-8827 
WANTED-WANTED-1 or 2 Female roommates 
lor summer HOUSE on 3rd and S College, futy 
fMehed CH anytime 353 8043, ask lor Lb 
WANTED 
Students interested in spending their summer in 
Europe Earn 6 credit hours Informational 
meeting Wed Apm 4, 8pm at BAA 1000 For 
more kilo cal Dr Charles Chrtta) 372-8180 or 
352-6012  
Wanted 1 lo 4 mdMduels to sub lease house 
lor summer Great location, lour houses frrm 
Marks on Manvtea Price nego., contact Paul or 
Scott at 372-1606 or Dave al 372 6893 
WANTED: 1 female roommate lor 90-81 
school year Fox Run Apartments Cal NOW! 
Mary Bath 2-4470 or Olna 2-5786 
WANTED: 2-3 F roommates to share large 3 
bod house from Sum a Fal 90 S Spr 91 Call 
Kay or Jessica 353 7957 
Wanted   One non-smoking female roommate 
for 1880-81 school year, r 2 block from cam 
pua Cal Mtcheas 2-3654 
HELP WANTED 
$ 1000s weakly stuffing envelopes. Send self 
addressed stamped envelope to Matche Asso- 
ciates 4431 Lehigh Rd Sulla 236 College 
Park. Maryland 20740  
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed! 
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono 
Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania. Loht- 
ksn. PO Box 234BG. Kenlrworih, NJ 07033 
(201)271-0881 
A $23,000 a year tob plus benefits U S MM 
lobs, your area Anyone can qualify (218) 
836-3434 ext 1408 Cal 7 days. 8.00 am - 
k 8 00 pm. 
A 1 OPPORTUNITIES' Assemble products in 
your homa. No experience needed. Excellent 
pay Cal 1-318-826-4989 Exl • M 1436 24 
Hours Including Sunday 
ALASKA CANNERY and ftahing employment 
opportunities Secure your summer lob Focus 
yoursearch [206)771-3811  
Applications era being iccaplavj 
Mar 
SUMMER 1880 BG NEWS EDITOR 
FALL 1880 BG NEWS EDITOR 
1980-91 GAVEL EDITOR 
199IKEYEDIT0R 
1880-11 MISCELLANY EDITOR 
1880-81 OBSIDIAN EDITOR 
Applications may be obtelnsd at 
Tha BG NEWS office, 214 Wast Hall. 
Deadline: Thura., April 12.5pm. 
ATTENTION EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS' $32.000/yeer Income potent* Da- 
ta* [1)602 836-6665 Exl Bk 4244  
ATTENTION EARN MONEY TYPING AT 
HOME' 32.000.yr income potential Detsas. 
(1) 602-836-6885 Exl T-4244  
ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY! 
Assemble products al home Details (1) 
602-638 8865 Ext W 4244  
ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAYI 
Assemble products St home Detaile (1) 
602 838 8685 Exl W-4244 
BE ON T V many naadad for commercials 
Now Nrng al ages For casting Into Cal (616) 
778-7111 Ext T-911  
BE ON TV many naadad lor commerce* 
Now hiring al ages For casting Into Cal (615) 
77B-7111 Eat. T-911.  
CRUISE SHIPS Now hinng al poelttone Both 
sklaad and unskilled For mlormation Cal 161 51 
779-5507 Ext H-210  
CRUISE SHIPS now hiring al positions Both 
sklaad and unskilled For information Cal (616) 
779-5507 Ext H210  
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring Secure 
Bummer position by working now Learn a mar- 
ketable skil a make money Flextxe part-time a 
ful-time hours avaaable (15 hours minimum.) 
Guaranteed hourly wage plus dally bonus 
based on saws Year round employment Join 
tha tun After 4pm for applications interviews 
held from 4:16-6:16. Cal for an appointment 
363-6662   113 N. Main SI  (next to David's 
OH.)  
Help -1 want lo graduatel I 
Need tutor for ECON 304; $, Nag 
Cat 354-8502 Todd 
Hiring detvery persona Muat have own car and 
insurance.   Apply at   PeglsH  946   S    Mam 
362-7571  
Homo Meiers 
Earn $500.00 for every 100 envelopes stuf- 
fed For more information send sett-addressed 
stamped envelope to. Box 428216. Evergreen 
Park. Illinois 80642 
Fatman bv John Boissy 
JaTuOuLb   SCSI"   TH»T 
^ F\C\-r r->A*-4    MAS    A    HCUI. 
um . . . FAKTH BF« f  
VOu'OtT     11V    IJMAT-J 
Stossee/ You* 
>' 
I M     SORAV .   So>i   . . .    Qu 
TUB   FAT-MAM    DOCSN'T  NCCDI 
A    =>ABrrrsie;(a, / 27   fc-JAuc   THE 
t^etw., T«j< svrexo    PATH 
a*rr<oear>o   GOOD AKID   SVri.... 
&OMst-rir^eri   "iieiarr " T>re 
LAuu       TO      1*1, 
OH     PLW6C .   Giver    Maj    A 
QmexaK / vou 'war    A   750 
FkOO^CX    FAT GOV   UJtAO'l'* 
Pio,   coaTurac, ROWMIN' 
AalOUrsts    Ar-Jia -TT*A-3MlrU0 
BOZOi.'r(„i.,c"    i   CVilnl*   is 
Illegal >" some acerla-a< j 
KELLEYS ISLAND 
Porthole Cats needs 
cooks, bertonders a wait people 
Sand resume with 
referencea a phone numbers to: 
P 0 Box 7B2 
Keesys Island. OH 43438 
LIFEGUARDS 
Gel your eummer |ob load up now' 
Ufaguarda al stuns • SS.SOVhr. 
II interested, contact. 
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT 
3392 SR 82 
Mantua. OWo 44265 
(near Saa World of Oho) 
Need Part Time Income? Need a Scholarship? 
Need a Grant? Wa Can Help1 Free Info: 
I 800 USA 1221 exl   1080 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Waiters. Wait 
ressss Bartenders. Buasara. Tanglewood 
Country Ctub, 8746 Tanglewood Trail. Chagrin 
Fata. 0. 44022 (Bambndga Twp ) Apply m 
person, sand lor appkeation. or call 543-7010. 
Summer Kitchen Help' 
Cooks: no axp naadad, but helpful - wet train. 
Must be 18 a over  Send resume to: Casino 
PO Box 13. Keseys Island OH 43436  
Summer Salaa a Marketing Intern 
tor wholesale beverage distributor In Loraln, 
Ottawa, Erie. Huron counties. Must have own 
oar, rats,   req'd   Sand   letier or resume to: 
Pept- B. PO Box 122. Loraln, OH 44062. 
Toledo companies seeking marketing stu- 
dents for part-time co-op starting Fall 1880. 
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES" Call the Co- 
op office 372 2451 or atop by 2IS Admin 
Btdg.  
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM 
June 24 - Aug. 3 (8 was.) 
A pre-coeege preparatory program tor high 
school students Employment available as: 
TutorfCounaetor 
Residential Minimum sophomore classification 
Four Positions 
Instructors 
High school math. English, social studies, sci- 
ence Non-residential Bachelor's degree re- 
quired Salary negotiable 
Applications available at 
301 Hayes Hal Deadline Aprtl 2 
Watt staff, hostess, bartenders 
Now hiring lor 1990 Summer Season 
Help needed lor an shifts 
Island House Hotel Port Canton. OH 
1-800-233-7307 
WANTED! 
BGSU'S moat qualified student, ae 
ADVERTISING SALES REPS. 
tor 
THE BG NEWS 
If you are sell-motivated, 
results oriented, you have tha potential 
to be ona of tha highest paid students 
on csmpus. Open to all maiora. Muat have 
own car. Applications a job descriptions 
available): 214 Wast Hall. Deadline 416180. 
Work1Shourato30houraparwaokoutofa7 
day atotaweee. (day. evening and weekend 
shifts). Our company la seeking employees 
lo perform unskilled light production work 
Plant location Is only 2 blocks from B.O.8.U. 
campus. Tha rate of wage Is $3.10 par hour. If 
Interested pick up an application al tha off Ice 
ol Advanced Spaclslty Products, Inc., 428 
Ctough Street. Bowling Green. Ohio. Tele- 
phone 354-2544. 
FOR SALE 
1 986 Bulck Sommerset 
Exceeenl Condition Loaded $5,500 
354-1207 
1987 Jaap Wrangler with removeabks hard lop 
34.000 mass, vary good condition. Must sal 
$6,000   354 4466 
•1 Kawaaakl 560 LTD 
Good Condition $500 
Cal 353-9660 
Answering Machine-only mo's oat! 
Used vacuum • only $26 
MUST SELL! Cal 353-6198 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI- 
CLES from SI00 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. 
Chevys Surplus Buyers Quids. 
1-602-838 8885 EXT. A4244  
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI- 
CLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes Corvet- 
tes.    Chevys.    Surplus   Buyara    Guide. 
I 802-838-8865 EXT   A 4244.  
Can you buy Jeepa. Cars. 4 x 4's Seized In 
drug raids for under S100 00? Cal for tacts lo- 
day 805-644-9633. fjopt. 299  
Couch In excel cond Oft. long by 3ft. wide 
ComtortaoHi Makes a great bad $100 CM 
Jon at 363-6033 or leave measaga 
3722181  
Four place drum sat for $260.00 or boat offer 
Cal 891 0516. ask lor Chris  
Meclntoeh plus CMS Hard Drive Image writer 
II a complete software Cal 877-5445 after 
6.  
Need to sal ASAP' 1982 Firebird SE. good 
condition Cal lor details 363-6248.  
SPEED FOR SALE' 
CANNON DALE RACING BIKE SHMANO-NEW 
PARTS-EXCEL      COND    CALL    NOW 
354-5161.  
Why Rant? You can own a 2 bdrm mobee 
home! Air cond. deck, apoaancas. eomo furni- 
ture Close to campus $5,000. Cal 
362-9291 
FOR RENT 
• •SaVHENTALS- ■ 
1 a 2 bdrm apts aval. 
9 a 12 mo teesse Cal 362-7454 
1 bedroom apt. tolutUasi 





606 Ctough St. B15 
Apts for summer a fal 
sin available 
362-9302 
12 month lessee available May 15. 1890 
6096thSI -2Br house S4S000autl 
424 112 S Summterlic apt S195. a utl. 
426 S Summit 2 Br apt $345 00 6 uhl 
Slave Smith 362-8917 
2 bdrm apt available for eummer only Central 
ak Located uptown very nice $400'mo plus 
utBtlea 354-7032  
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF 
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL 
CALL TOM 352-4473 DAYS OR 3S2-1SOO EVE 
a WKENDS. 
4 bdrm. house Large String room. Ctose to 
campus Available Summer and Fall. 
352 54 75  
5 bdrm 6 parson house 12 month lease May 
90- May 911 Cal 352-1584. 9 5 or 353-8611 
521 E Merry 
near Ottenhauer 
2 bdrm turn apt. 
excellent cond 
Prices lor 2 3. or 4 people 
CALL 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
3542260 
Apt. with central air- $90 month 1 block from 
campus Summer Nice duplex Cal Bob or 
Dave al 363-7136.  
CHEAP HOUSING 
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE 
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRAND NEW 
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR 
ONLY S130/MO PLUS UDUTES. fT YOU 
WANT IT, GRAB fT THIS ONE WONT LAST 
LONGi CALL 372-4341 or 363-7688 IF YOU 
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS C ALL ANYTIME 
Deluxe 2 bdrm. turn. apt. on Fifth St. 9 mo. 
lease 2 bdrm unfurn on Seventh St 12 mo. 
lease FREE AC 1 heat Cal 352 3445 
DO YOU HAVE MORE 
FEET THAN FfT IN YOUR 
SQUARE FOOTAGE? 
YES? 
FoSow 3 Eaay Stops To A 
PLACE with more SPACE: 
I.CalToday-352-9302 
2. Find out how to gat BIG 
space forms best $$$ 
3. Choose your 2 bdrm 2 bath apt. 
a move your FEET to our STREET! 
ROCKLEDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
840'850 Sixth Street 
352-9302 
DON'T MISS THESEI 
•01 4 SO] Frith SI. 
2 bedroom fum a unfum 
FREE gas, water, • sewer 
Laundry facilities, private parking 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
32S S. Main 352-5120 
Georgetown Manor Apis 
800 - Third Street 
1 bdrm • 2 bdrm units: 
tully furnished. A.C. 
Now lasting tor 1990-1981. 
and summer 1880. 
Convenient • a reasonable 
Ca 11 3 5 2-49*6 5pm-10pm 
HELPI 
1 need to subtee my apartment for the summer. 
It's cute. cozy, close to csmpus a the cheapest 
efficiency around' Cal 353 9940evsa  
House for rent on N Prospect. 3 bdrm.. AC. a- 
vaf. lor summer 4 fal Can 362-0503 or 
354 5866 eHer 5 30  
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS 
2 bdrm. turn /unfurn. AC. as low aa 
$440/mo Heat included rales avaaeDle Ph. 
354-6036  
Large house for rant for aummer/fal. 140 
MenvBe. 3 houses behind Mark's 354-6743 
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT 
THURSTIN MANOR FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. AC. LOW UTILITIES, FURNISHED. 4 
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2. CALL 
354-8009. LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT 
HOME.  
Preferred Properties m now leasing lor summer 
and fal. Piedmont apartments and many of our 
other saHnga are available! Al residents receive 
a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa. Cat 
352-9378  
Sublsass May thru Aug 15. 1980 2 bdrm 
apt dose to campus Quiet 3rd tk Ak cond. a 
patio $200/mo ptue elec Cal Jon 363-6033 
or leave message al 372-2181. 
SUMMER APARTMENT 
2 person. 1 bdrm apartment for summer. Furni- 
shed,   al  uW    Except   electric    Please   cal 
353-9549  
SUMMER RENTALS 
Houses, apts rooms. 
OH 352-7385 
Summer rentals. Apartments, houses, and 
rooms Cal Csrty Rantsts 352-7366  
SUMMER SUBLEASE- 
Excekent location, huge yard for barbecues and 
picnics' Furn.. 2 Ddrm Cal 353-6g80.  
Treat yourself to a nice place this summer (with 
Fal possible) My apt la on Mam St across 
from Sundance New, 1 bdrm , 6 windows, cas- 
ing Ian, deck etc. Must see cal for detaaa. 
354-4752 $310/mo.  
Two 2 bdrm. apts. turn, a unfum. avaaable for 
Fal 1 Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments 
fum. a unfurn. alao available. Visage Green 
Apertmenta Cal anytime 354-3533 
Two bdrm -4 person apts -BG APTS 818. 
822 2nd St. 9 6 12 mo leases 362-7464. 
After 6pm a wkenda 623-7556  
WANT FUN LIVING?!?!? 
Campus Manor Apts. 
505 Ctough SI 
Free Heat and Air Conditioning 
9 mo lease 
$696 00 mo 
Summer leases avaaable 
HE MANAGEMENT 
362-9302 
V'riirc ustutc enough to discuss the 
phili isi. >pl lieiil rai ni I ieal i» >ns i >| 
Victor lrankls"l*Aistentiiil Vacuum! 
And vuu'iv Mill smoking? 
